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Abstract

This paper studies the question: Why are there Firms? Motivated by observations of a

variety of economies, several distinct concepts of what it means to be a ¯rm are identi¯ed and

then analyzed with mechanism design models. In the ¯rst class of models, a group of individuals

is a ¯rm if they collude and share information. This model is analyzed and compared with the

non-¯rm alternative. Conditions are provided in which ¯rms are preferred to no ¯rms and vice

versa. Next, we show how an economy with multiple distinct groups of colluding individuals can

be decentralized.

In the next class of models, collusion is prohibited, but the information structure of the

economy depends on whether individuals work together. Activities performed jointly by the

individuals are considered to be done within a ¯rm. In the model the degree of economic activity

organized by ¯rms is endogenous. Numerical examples are provided in which none, some, and

all work is done within a ¯rm. The last class of models studies the long-term nature of ¯rms

versus the short-term nature of non-¯rm arrangements, like spot markets. Multi-stage models are

developed in which individuals may be switched between projects. People who work the same

project over time are considered to work for a ¯rm. Conditions for the optimality of long-term

and short-term arrangements are provided.



1 Introduction

Consider observations from ¯ve di®erent economies:

1. In and around the southern Indian village of Aurepalle, located in the Mahbubgnar district of

Andhra Pradesh, there is a relatively common form of economic organization. As described

in Mueller and Townsend (1994), a group of farmers, often unrelated to one another, agree

to jointly farm the land of a relatively large landholder. Each farmer promises to contribute

labor and pairs of bullocks and to share pro¯ts or losses with one another in proportion to

the number of pairs provided. They promise to work the rented plots together throughout

a cropping season and to share labor and bullock burdens without other compensation.

Landowners not only contract with cropping groups but more often contract with individual

tenants, sometimes dividing their landholdings to do so. Indeed, not all land is brought into

tenancy; both landowners and cropping group members often farm some of their own land

separately. The village even contains alternatives to tenancy. Other farmers hire distinct

laborers or bullock operators for speci¯c operations one at at time, as in an active spot

market. For a description of the market for short-term bullock services see Mueller and

Prescott (1996).

2. Indian cropping groups may seem more familiar when viewed in a di®erent context. Pro-

fessional partnerships in the U.S. are a similar type of ¯rm. For example, a group of senior

lawyers form a ¯rm or group which divides pro¯ts or losses ex post and competes in the mar-

ket for lawyer services. Physician and legal partnerships have been the subject of modeling

by Gaynor and Gertler (1996) and Lang and Gordon (1996), respectively.

3. The \family" might also be thought of as an alternative, more \communal" group, as in

Chiappori (1992), but caution should be exhibited when interpreting the family as commu-

nal. In villages in Burkina Faso a given family may divide its plots of land, even among its

own members. Udry (1994) describes families where male members operate plots distinct

from female members and otherwise identical plots are farmed di®erently by each gender.

There may be rules for how much of the output of given plots is kept by the individual

members and how much is shared within the larger family group.
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4. In villages of Thailand some families combine together along larger kinship lines, sharing

land, consumption, and labor. These extended networks interact with the larger village

economy, in a variety of ways, including in exchange arrangements, in spot markets, and in

various forms of credit and insurance. The boundary de¯ning what is done in the family

and what is done outside it, that is, what is done in ¯rms and what is done in markets, are

not yet clear.

5. Finally, in the altiplano of Bolivia the Aymara Indians designate certain plots as communal.

These are allocated by tribal leaders to participating families from year to year, sometimes

by lot. Communal plots are to be worked at the same time, on speci¯ed days, by all

participating families. Other plots are held year after year along family lines and worked

with more autonomy.

These observations describe a variety of institutions which are like ¯rms. The institutions are

characterized by groups of people working together under an agreed upon set of rules. Further,

these ¯rms have been chosen over and may coexist with various non-¯rm alternatives including

individual ownership, individual tenancy, and spot markets. This paper provides theoretical

models which attempt to address these observations. The question we ask is the fundamental one

posed in Coase (1937): Why are there ¯rms?

Firms are studied by identifying several distinct concepts of what it means to be a group or

¯rm, and writing down explicit models based on these concepts. In the ¯rst class of prototypes,

studied in section 2.2, a group of individuals, or households, is said to be a ¯rm if they share

information and collude among themselves in their relationship with a landowner or the rest of

the village. By collusion we mean that the group solves a Pareto problem among themselves, and

economy-wide allocations must respect their ability to do this. The idea is that members of ¯rms

jointly make decisions and will do so in their best interests.

In section 2.3, the collusive arrangement is compared with a non-¯rm alternative in which

individual tenancy or ownership is imposed a priori. Section 2.1 analyzes the individual tenancy,

non-¯rm, regime which is characterized by a lack of within-group information-sharing and a lack

of collusion. The dominance of one arrangement over another is a function of the distribution

of wealth and other parameter values, which is consistent with the observed multiplicity of or-

ganizational arrangements. The results extend the relative performance literature, started by
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HolmstrÄom and Milgrom (1990), Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1991), and Itoh (1993).

Although this paper often refers to groups as collusive, communal entities, we only mean that

a group decides on its own rules for an internal resource allocation given the group's interaction

with the rest of the economy. Rules need not be of the command and control form, as used in

a direct mechanism. In particular, section 2.4 uses the Second Welfare Theorem to show that

under certain conditions within-group allocations can be decentralized by a price system. The

main result of the section, however, is to show that a multiple-¯rm economy can be decentralized

by allowing ¯rms (the groups) to buy and sell commodities in a competitive market. Our analysis

extends the work of E.C. Prescott and Townsend (1984a) and (1984b) on decentralization and

private information to an environment where there may be collusion within groups.

We study as well a second class of prototypes motivated by a di®erent de¯nition of a ¯rm.

In section 3, we prohibit collusion among farmers and instead focus on conditions under which

farmers would jointly farm plots of land. Jointly farmed plots are advantageous because, with-

out collusion, farmers' e®orts on these plots can be revealed publicly. In contrast, e®orts on

individually-farmed plots are presumed to be unobserved by other farmers. Costs to jointly

farming plots are allowed as well so the optimal land assignment trades o® these costs with the

information bene¯t just mentioned.

In this second prototype communal plots can coexist with individual ownership and with single-

agent tenancy. Single-agent tenancy still allows cross-household resource allocation and cross-

household insurance but under the more stringent constraints resulting from private information

of e®orts on individually operated plots. As with the ¯rst class of prototypes the appropriate land

assignment depends on parameter values.

The last class of prototypes focus on a third aspect of ¯rms. Section 4 studies season-long

assignment of labor to plots and compares this with reallocating labor across plots of land by

task-speci¯c assignment, as would happen in a spot market. As might have been anticipated,

season-long contracts can be good for incentives. However, in some versions of the models, task-

speci¯c assignments and labor reallocations are also good for incentives and allow for a Pareto

superior allocation of resources. Again, the appropriate choice between season-long contracts and

spot markets depends on the parameter values and in particular on the nature of the production

technology.
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As is evident, the theoretical analysis breaks our study into several distinct categories. The

categorization is done for clarity. In practice multiple features of ¯rms may be appropriate for a

given economy. Certainly, prototypes can be combined. The second prototype, assigning farmers

to plots of land, could be extended to allow collusion, and the third prototype could be extended

to allow long-term contracts within groups.

2 Firms as Cooperatives

For the ¯rst class of models imagine that there is a set of n farmers who can work plots of land.

E®orts on plots of land determine the probability distribution of outputs. The farmers can poten-

tially come together to constitute a cooperative or ¯rm relative to an outsider who can be either

a landowner or the rest of the economy. Two regimes are considered and compared. In the ¯rst

regime the n farmers have full information about each other's e®orts, outputs and consumption

and they can collude against the outsider by agreeing to an internal e®ort and consumption al-

location which is Pareto optimal for the group, conditioned on the group's agreement with the

outsider. We call this setup the ¯rm or group regime.

In the second regime two changes are made. First, collusion between the farmers is prohibited.

The outsider or principal can prevent any reallocation of e®ort or consumption. He determines

and knows all transfers. Second, farmers no longer observe each other's e®orts. Instead, they

only observe what the principal does, namely, the other farmer's outputs. Models with these

assumptions are called relative performance models.

This section explicitly compares, under varying technological assumptions, the group regime

with the relative performance regime. The e®ect on allocations of each organizational form is de-

scribed and compared. Examples are provided which demonstrate how the parameters describing

an economy alter the organizational choice. Implicit in the comparison is the assumption that if

1farmers do observe each other's e®orts then they have the ability to collude.

Drawing on the agrarian economies described in the introduction, imagine that there is one

plot of land available to be worked for each farmer i of the potential group. For simplicity assume

1These assumptions need not be bundled together. For example, Hammond (1987) and Haubrich (1988) study

models where agents side-trade with each other despite private information. In our context, collusion would add

constraints to the relative performance program making the organizational choice trivial. Consequently, we do

not pursue that class of models in this section. However, there are organizational design models in which the

assumptions can be unbundled and a bit more will be said about this later.
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that there are only two farmers and two plots of land. Each farmer i has preferences over own

consumption, c , and total own e®ort, e . Total own e®ort is the sum of farmer i's e®orts acrossi i

P
all plots j = 1; 2. Let e denote farmer i's e®ort on plot j, so e = e . It is also useful toij i ijj

de¯ne e = (e ; e ) as the vector across the two plots of farmer i's e®orts. Utility is de¯ned byi1 i2i²

U (c ; e ).i i

P
Output on plot j, q , is a function of the total e®ort put on the plot, a = e , and a randomj j iji

shock. The plots of land could di®er in size or productivity. The probability of outputs q and1

q , given total plot e®orts a and a , is described by the density function p(q ; q ja ; a ). For2 1 2 1 2 1 2

expositional ease the same function will be often written p(q ; q je + e ), because e + e =1 2 1² 2² 1² 2²

(a ; a ). Finally, correlation in plot returns, from common shocks like rain or temperature, is1 2

easily incorporated into this production function.

Two di®erent speci¯cations of the technology regarding the plots are considered. In the ¯rst

speci¯cation, farmers can work each other's plots, whether done in the group regime by colluding

against the outsider, or done in the relative performance regime in assignments recommended

by the outsider. In the second speci¯cation, farmers must only work their assigned plots. This

technology is modeled by restricting e®orts to satisfy e = e = 0.12 21

It is useful now to connect the varying technological speci¯cations to the example economies

described earlier. Consider ¯rst the Indian cropping groups. The most appealing technological

speci¯cation is that group members can work, as they choose, any or all of the group's plots.

The second technological speci¯cation is more appealing when a landowner rents his land to

di®erent tenants (or to multiple groups), as does happen. Under this second speci¯cation, tenants

could collude in e®orts, thus constituting a group. Under either speci¯cation the group shares

consumption risk internally.

Alternatively, in the relative performance regime, the landowner would recommend labor

e®orts on each of the various plots. In the ¯rst technology speci¯cation a given tenant could be

asked to work any of the landowner's plots at any time, like the permanent servants of a landowner

do. Somehow the owner controls each servant's consumption and precludes collusion among the

servants. In the second technology speci¯cation, tenants are assigned to one plot all of the time.

Here again, collusion is not presumed possible if the plots are far apart.

Also, consider the Aymara families assigned to work communal plots. Each plot might be

farmed individually by a given family as in the second technology speci¯cation. One local leader
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claimed this was the case. Or, instead, each family could share labor with the other families,

as in the ¯rst technology speci¯cation. In either speci¯cation participating families would share

consumption risk and hence act as a group relative to its obligation to some outsider. The

alternative to groups is that after land assignments families neither coordinate e®ort nor share

consumption risk, and for us would not constitute a ¯rm.

Likewise, individual members of a given family in Burkina Faso or given families of an extended

kinship group in Thailand may work their own plots, as in the second technology speci¯cation.

However, they might collude in paying o® debts or rents to nonfamily or nonkinship group mem-

bers. In this sense they act as a group. If they share labor as well, then the ¯rst technological

speci¯cation is appropriate. The alternative to group-like arrangements is individual families

operating in isolation, at least in the sense of not sharing information nor colluding.

Farmers in these economies are imagined to be dealing with an outsider, but this outsider has

not yet been described. Two concepts of the outsider are useful. The ¯rst is that the outsider is

a principal. In an Indian village the principal would be a wealthy landowner who does not supply

labor, either because he is an absentee landowner, or because other activities are a more valuable

use of his time. A landowner's utility is a function of plot outputs minus tenants' consumptions,

namely W (q + q ¡ c ¡ c ). The alternative concept of the outsider is that he is simply the rest1 2 1 2

of the economy, so W is linear and q + q ¡ c ¡ c is the surplus generated by a group. In a1 2 1 2

closed economy with multiple groups the summation of surpluses across groups must be zero.

The modeling strategy is to solve a class of planning problem for each regime and each tech-

nology speci¯cation. The solutions to each planning problem determines the set of Pareto optimal

allocations for that case. A particular Pareto optimum would be determined by weights associated

with the wealth and status of the individual farmers and of the outsider. The choice object in

the programs will be a potentially random device which assigns consumptions c 2 C to bothi i

farmers, outputs q 2 Q on both plots, and e®ort of farmer i on plot j, e 2 E , where upperi i ij ij

case denote the set of feasible points of the relevant set. Recall that in the second technological

speci¯cation, when farmers must only work their own plot, E = f0g, i6= j.ij

For expositional clarity de¯ne c = (c ; c ) and q = (q ; q ) as the vectors of consumptions1 2 1 2

and outputs, respectively. As mentioned earlier e is the vector of farmer i's plot-speci¯c e®orts.i²

The choice object can now be written as ¼(c;q; e ; e ), the probability with which a particular1² 2²

consumption, output, and labor allocation is chosen.
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Each program maximizes the weighted sum of the expected utilities of the two farmers subject

to the following constraints: a participation constraint for the outsider; incentive constraints on

individual e®orts if it is a relative performance model, or a collusion constraint if it is a group

model; nature constraints which assure that the endogenous probability of outputs is consistent

with the underlying technology speci¯cation p(q ; q je + e ); and a set of constraints which1 2 1² 2²

ensure that the choice object ¼ is a probability measure. The advantage of the lottery approach

is that when combined with assumptions that consumptions, e®orts, and outputs must be chosen

from a ¯nite set, the constrained maximization problem can be written as a linear program. If the

dimensions of the sets are small enough, solutions to parameterized economies can be computed.

2.1 Relative Performance Regime

It is useful to begin the discussion with the relative performance models. In these models one

tenant cannot observe the other tenant's e®ort nor can the two tenants collude. Program 1

describes the problem under the technological speci¯cation that tenants can work either plot.

Program 1

X
max ¼(c;q; e ; e )[¸ U (c ; e ) + ¸ U (c ; e )]1² 2² 1 1 1 2 2 2

¼(c;q;e ;e )1² 2² c;q;e ;e1² 2²

X
¹s.t. ¼(c;q; e ; e )W (q + q ¡ c ¡ c ) ¸ W; (1)1² 2² 1 2 1 2

c;q;e ;e1² 2²

X
¼(c;q; e ; e )U (c ; e )1² 2² 1 1

c;q;e2²

X p(qjê + e )1² 2²¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) U (c ; ê ); 8e ; ê ; (2)1² 2² 1 1 1² 1²
p(qje + e )1² 2²c;q;e2²

X
¼(c;q; e ; e )U (c ; e )1² 2² 2 2

c;q;e1²

X p(qje + ê )1² 2²¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) U (c ; ê ); 8e ; ê ; (3)1² 2² 2 2 2² 2²
p(qje + e )1² 2²c;q;e1²

X X
¹ ¹ ¹8¹e ; ¹e ; q; ¼(c;q;¹e ;¹e ) = p(qj¹e + ¹e ) ¼(c;q;¹e ;¹e ) (4)1² 2² 1² 2² 1² 2² 1² 2²

c c;q

X
¼(c;q; e ; e ) = 1, and 8c;q; e ; e ; ¼(c;q; e ; e ) ¸ 0: (5)1² 2² 1² 2² 1² 2²

c;q;e ;e1² 2²
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¹Constraint (1) is the participation constraint for the principal. By varying W and the ¸ weights

the Pareto frontier can be calculated. Constraints (2) are the incentive constraints for tenant

one. They imply that for every e®ort e assigned with positive probability, obedience is weakly1²

preferred to deviations ê . As the summand indicates tenant one makes his decision independent1²

of the other agent since he does not observe the other tenant's e®ort or recommendation. Similar to

(2) are equations (3), tenant two's incentive constraints. Equations (4) guarantee that allocations

respect the probability distributions generated by the technology. Finally, line (5) ensures that

the choice variable is a probability measure.

Only one slight modi¯cation to Program 1 is required to set up the constrained maximization

problem which incorporates the restriction that tenants must work their own plots: restrict the set

of feasible allocations to those where e = e = 0. Everything else, the objective function and12 21

the constraints, are unchanged. The program for this technological speci¯cation will be referred

to as Program 2, but because of the similarities with Program 1 it is not shown.

The advantage of the relative performance regime is that the outsider retains full control over

consumption and uses this to induce e®orts. Indeed, we can demonstrate this while taking up the

issue of whether each agent would be assigned to work his own plot, or whether plots would farmed

jointly. When outputs across the two plots have a common component or are otherwise correlated,

then the outsider can infer from output on one plot whether the other farmer was shirking. This

is particularly evident in the special case where the two agents have identical utility functions,

identical plots, and equal Pareto weights. If returns on the plots are perfectly correlated for given

e®orts, then a simple contract implements the full-information solution: Assign both agents the

same level of e®ort and make them work only their own plot. (Recall that in the ¯rst technological

speci¯cation, agents can work either or both plots.) If plot outputs di®er, then give both agents

zero consumption; if outputs are identical then regardless of the level of plot outputs, reward each

agent with a constant amount. If zero consumption provides a low enough level of utility, this

arrangement, the full-information allocation, is incentive compatible. For small changes in the

technology this result should be approximately true.

It should be clear why the principal does not want farmers to work more than one plot.

If a farmer worked both plots then he could deviate from recommended e®orts on both plots

simultaneously and under the assumptions of this relative performance model neither the other

tenant nor the principal would observe his shirking. Neither could the joint deviation be revealed
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by comparing outputs across plots since outputs would still be the same across plots. A joint

deviation would change the probability distribution of outputs without altering the comovement

of outputs across the plots.

Would it be desirable to assign agents to di®erent plots if returns are uncorrelated? The

answer: it depends. No longer can e®orts on one plot be inferred from outputs on the other plot

but if more than one agent is working a plot than there can be a detrimental e®ect on incentives,

making individual assignments optimal. The following example demonstrates this e®ect for a

particular class of equilibria. The example is worth noting because a variant of it will be used to

address the optimality of long-term arrangements in section 4.

Consider an economy with two identical farmers and two identical plots, and Pareto weights

¸ = ¸ = :5. Farmers' sets of consumption, output, and e®orts are equal and the e®ort grids1 2

are composed of equally spaced points. Plot returns are uncorrelated and the production tech-

nology on each plot satis¯es the monotone likelihood ration property (MLRP) and the convexity

of the distribution function (CDFC) conditions. When these conditions hold, the incentive con-

straints can be replaced with ¯rst-order conditions in the standard principal-agent problem. See,

for example, Hart and HolmstrÄom (1985). In our model with grids of the underlying variables

the equivalent of the ¯rst-order approach is to only check incentive constraints for downward

deviations adjacent to the optimum.

In this environment, we restrict ourselves for the moment to analyzing symmetric equilibrium,

that is, allocations where both plots are worked equal amounts and both farmers work equal

amounts.

Theorem 1 Under the technological speci¯cation where farmers may work either plot, if plot

returns are uncorrelated and satisfy MLRP and CDFC then the optimal symmetric equilibrium is

to assign each agents to a separate plot.

Proof: First consider the assignment where each farmer only works his own plot. As HolmstrÄom

(1982) has shown, if plot returns are uncorrelated then each farmers' compensation depends only

on output on his own plot. Consequently, each tenant's relationship with the principal can be

treated like a single-agent problem, so by the assumptions on the technology only downward

hadjacent constraints need to be checked. Let e index the hth element in the E grid. The1111
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incentive constraints for farmer one are then

X
h¼(c;q; e ; e )U (c ; e )1² 2² 1 1 11

c;q;e2²

h¡1X p(q je )1 h¡111¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) U (c ; e ): (6)1² 2² 1 1 11hp(q je )1 11c;q;e2²

Now consider an assignment where total plot e®ort is unchanged but each farmer works both

plots. The assumptions on the production technology are no longer su±cient for the ¯rst-order

approach to be valid, see for example Itoh (1991). However, the downward adjacent incentive

constraints on each plot are a subset of the total constraints, so any allocation must satisfy them

as well as satisfying the others. Letting h index elements of the E grid, these constraints forj ij

tenant one are written

X
h1¼(c;q; e ; e )U (c ; e + e )1² 2² 1 1 1211

c;q;e2²

h ¡11X p(q je + e )1 21 h ¡111 1¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) U (c ; e + e ); (7)1² 2² 1 1 1211h1p(q je + e )1 21c;q;e 112²X
h2¼(c;q; e ; e )U (c ; e + e )1² 2² 1 1 11 12

c;q;e2²

h ¡12X p(q je + e )1 22 h ¡112 1¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) U (c ; e + e )): (8)1² 2² 1 1 11 12h2p(q je + e )1 22c;q;e 122²

Constraints (6) and (7) are equivalent, but allocations satisfying (6) need not satisfy (8) let alone

the incentive constraints not shown. Finally, it is feasible for the planner to randomly assign

farmers to work separately or together. In this case a randomized assignment would simply entail

an ex ante lottery over whether constraints (6) or constraints (7) and (8) would hold. This can

not help since by the previous argument being constraint (6) with certainty would be less binding.

Q.E.D.

Intuitively, if a farmer is assigned to both plots, his e®orts a®ect the probability distribution

of both plot outputs. At the margin his decrease in disutility from e®ort is the same regardless of

which plot he works less. Consequently, equally strong incentives are required on both plots. In

contrast if a farmer works only one plot, the incentives can be concentrated solely on the returns

of a single plot.

While the above example provides intuition into the relative performance model, it uses a

restrictive de¯nition of equilibrium. We do not know if it is optimal in less restrictive classes of
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equilibria. As the next example demonstrates, assigning agents to separate plots is not optimal

in general. It suggests that conditions such as concavity in technology and minimal inference

bene¯ts from increasing total e®ort on a plot are important in determining whether farmers are

assigned to the same plot or not.

Consider a simple economy where on each plot there is only a low or high output. Let the

probability of the high output be linear in the e®ort and let returns across plots be uncorrelated,

that is, p(q je +e ) = e +e . Further assume that up to one unit of e®ort may be put on eachj 1j 2j 1j 2j

plot so the probability of the high output is unity (no uncertainty) if one unit of e®ort supplied

to that plot.

Rather than calculating the solution to an example we demonstrate that for certain levels of

total e®ort, working the plots together is preferable to working them symmetrically. The impli-

cation is that there will be examples which have the characteristics of the proposition presented

below.

Proposition 1 Under the described technology there exists levels of total e®ort at which it is

optimal for both agents to work together.

Proof: Consider allocations where both agents work 0.5 units of e®ort. A symmetric allocation

across plots requires tenant one to work 0.5 units of e®ort on the ¯rst plot and the other tenant to

work 0.5 units on the other plot. This allocation requires dependence of consumption on output

to induce each agent to work the desired amount. Consequently, with risk-averse preferences there

is variability in consumption and the allocation deviates from the full-information solution.

Now consider an alternative allocation in which, again, both agents work 0.5 units of e®ort.

Assign both agents to work the same plot. Let the compensation schedule be both agents receive

consumption c if output on plot one is high and both receive zero if it is low. This contract

may not look like a full-insurance contract because consumption depends on output, but the

technology is such that the high output is produced with probability one if both agents work

their recommended e®orts. If they both do, then in equilibrium there is no variability in tenants

consumption, just as in a full-information solution.

In this allocation a deviation by either agent, is detectable if output is low. It is punished

by providing the lowest level of consumption to both agents. The principal must provide zero

consumption to both agents since he does not know which agent deviated, but if the disutility
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of zero consumption in the low output state is low enough the contract is incentive compatible.

With the caveat that the zero consumption is a strong enough punishment, the full-information

characteristics of the allocation implies that working together is preferred to the working apart.

Q.E.D.

In the symmetric example inference was improved by separating the tenants so that the prin-

cipal could clearly determine who was responsible for which actions. The lesson of the other

example is that incentives can also be reduced through the e®ect of aggregate plot e®orts on

inference. Itoh (1991), in a di®erent environment, also observes that total e®ort can by asymmet-

rically applied to the two plots, though he focuses on the potential non-optimality of symmetric

allocations rather than any inference bene¯ts.

2.2 Group Regime

The paper now considers the case where farmers observe each other's e®orts and are in a group

which colludes in its dealings with the outsider. Consider ¯rst the speci¯cation where labor e®ort

can be shared across the plots. The idea is to start with Program 1 above and then imagine

what the two farmers would do if they could jointly specify aggregate and individual e®orts on

the two plots, could specify internal consumption as a function of outputs across the two plots,

have perfect information about e®orts as well as output, and have the ability to perfectly and

costlessly enforce all internal agreements.

These assumptions change the information structure in the group model from that of the

relative performance model. Here in particular the group members have perfect information about

their labor e®orts. The question naturally arises as to whether the outsider can take advantage

of this using a direct revelation mechanism which implements the full-information optimum. If

members were not allowed to collude then such an allocation could be implemented as in Harris and

Townsend (1981). But as Itoh (1993) has argued in a similar context, collusion e®ectively rules this

out. The two farmers would simply decide on the allocation they would like to implement at the

beginning, after the contract with the principal has been signed. They would then send messages

and adopt strategies to steer the revelation mechanism to this desired outcome. Consequently all

the (unnecessary) notation which would accompany such direct revelation schemes is suppressed.

One can ask whether collusion among the agents could take place at some other point along

the time line of the contract. For example, could the two farmers collude ex ante at the time the
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contract is signed by committing with the principal to carry out full-information allocations? As

much as all parties to the contract might like this arrangement, the two farmers would re-solve

given the full-information contract for a conditionally Pareto allocation in the group, much the

way a single agent takes actions conditioned on the contract with the principal. This type of

collusion cannot be prevented ex ante.

Ex post collusion after outputs are realized is feasible, but it accomplishes nothing new. Given

that the two farmers have agreed to a conditionally Pareto optimal allocation and end up with

speci¯ed consumption bundles as a function of realized outputs and the payo® to the principal,

there is no possible gain for both farmers together. Changes which bene¯t one farmer must by

construction hurt the other. Accordingly, we suppose the agents have commitment devices which

preclude this kind of ex post bargaining.

In summary, the two farmers do all their bargaining ex ante, before e®orts are taken and before

outputs are realized, but after making an agreement with the outsider. It is assumed that the

outcome of this bargain is a conditional Pareto optimal group allocation, one which maximizes a

weighted sum of utilities. (The weights could come from di®erent land holdings, time endowments,

or other factors re°ecting a priori diversity across these two farmers.)

To ¯nd a conditional Pareto optimal group allocation, one proceeds by considering the sub-

problem of maximizing a sum of weighted utilities of the two farmers subject to a resource con-

straint that individual e®orts must sum to the aggregate e®orts which the group members agreed

to do, and a resource constraint that internal consumptions add to the sum of consumption im-

plicit in the agreement with the outsider to give or receive transfers as a function of observed

output.

In particular, consider the problem faced by the agents after vectors of e®orts e ; e have1² 2²

been recommended by the outsider under the Program 1 allocation, ¼(c;q; e ; e ). The group,1² 2²

having decided in some way on internal weights, sharing consumption risk, and coordinating

e®orts, cares only about total resources it has available to distribute among its members. Let

c = c + c denote total group consumption, and let e = e + e = a + a denote totalg 1 2 g 1 2 1 2

group e®ort. Given ¼(c;q; e ; e ), the group faces from their perspective an implicit production1² 2²

function, p(c je ; e ). It is easily calculated from the initial allocation, ¼(c;q; e ; e ):g 1² 2² 1² 2²

X
p(c je ; e ) = ¼(c ; c jq; e ; e )p(qje ; e ) (9)g 1² 2² 1 2 1² 2² 1² 2²

fc ;c jc +c =c g1 2 1 2 g
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Faced with this implicit production function, the group decides on ~e ;~e . Equivalently, they1² 2²

decide on total e®ort, ~e , e®ort across plots, ~a and ~a , and e®ort of each group member, ~e andg 1 2 1

~e . Further, upon receiving c units of consumption the group divides it between its members by2 g

choosing, ~c = (~c ; ~c ). If we let ¹ = (¹ ; ¹ ) denote the planner's weights within the group, group1 2 1 2

members choose these e®orts and consumptions to maximize the weighted sum of their utilities,

subject to the group transfer rule (9) provided by the outsider. Varying ¹ is a way to trace the

set of within group Pareto optimal allocations. The subproblem faced by the group is written:

Program S

X
~max ~¼(c; c ;~e ;~e )[¹ U (~c ; ~e ) + ¹ U (~c ; ~e )]g 1² 2² 1 1 1 2 2 2

~¼()
~c;c ;~e ;~eg 1² 2²

X X
¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹~ ~s.t. 8¹c ; ~e ;~e ; ¼(c; ¹c ;~e ;~e ) = p(¹c j~e ;~e ) ¼(c; c ;~e ;~e );g 1² 2² g 1² 2² g 1² 2² g 1² 2²

~ ~c c;cg

X
~ ~ ~¼(c; c ;~e ;~e ) = 1, and 8c; c ;~e ;~e ¼(c; c ;~e ;~e ) ¸ 0:g 1² 2² g 1² 2² g 1² 2²

~c;c ;~e ;~eg 1² 2²

Apart from the potentially random choice of e®orts, this program simpli¯es dramatically

for the case of utility functions separable in consumption and e®ort. Let U (c ) ¡ V (e ) be thei i

separable utility function, where U and V are strictly concave. Recall that tenants' e®orts are

perfect substitutes in production on either plot. If, for the moment, consumption and e®orts are

assumed to be chosen from a continuum, then the allocation of consumption ~c and individuali

e®orts ~e , i = 1; 2, in the group should satisfy ¯rst-order conditions:i

0 0¹ U (~c ) = ¹ U (~c ); (10)1 1 2 2

0 0¹ V (~e ) = ¹ V (~e ): (11)1 1 2 2

Equations (10) and (11) can be solved numerically, or occasionally analytically, for internal dis-

tribution rules:

~c = ~c (c ; ¹); ~c = ~c (c ; ¹); (12)1 1 g 2 2 g

~e = ~e (e ; ¹); ~e = ~e (e ; ¹); (13)1 1 g 2 2 g

P
where e = e = a + a is total group e®ort. If ¯nal consumptions and e®orts are restrictedg ij 1 2ij

to grids, as in the earlier programs, the internal distribution rules are computable even though
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the ¯rst-order conditions (10) and (11) are not be valid. For example, consumption sharing

rules are computed by solving over the grid P = C £ C such that c + c · c the problem1 2 1 2 g

P P
max ¼(c ; c ) ¹ U (c ) subject to ¼ being a probability measure. The solution to this1 2 i i i¼() c ;c i1 2

¤program, ¼ , is only a function of c and ¹, just like in equation (12). Individual e®orts e and eg 1 2

are similarly determined. Consequently, for notational simplicity we use equations (12) and (13)

in the following analysis.

Equations (10) and (11), or their discrete analogues, are important because they imply that

only aggregate group consumption c and aggregate group e®ort e matter in the determinationg g

of the internal distribution of consumption and e®ort, given the ¹ weights. More will be said later

about the relationship between individual allocations and group allocations.

Invocation of the revelation principle here would argue that the group's potentially random

choice of e®orts and their redistribution of consumption, can be anticipated and loaded into an

initial random assignment function ¼(c;q; a ; a ; ¹). Then, conditional on an assignment, recom-1 2

mended plot-speci¯c e®orts (a , a ) should maximize the ¹ weighted sum of expected utilities1 2

relative to any other such choice. Similarly, the group's sharing rule for farmer-speci¯c con-

sumptions and e®orts can be anticipated, by equations (10) and (11) for example. Consequently,
P

aggregates c and e = e along with the within-group Pareto weight ¹ can be assigned sog g ijij

that individual consumptions and e®orts are replaced with (12) and (13). Letting ¸ be the vector

of planner weights the program is as follows:

Program 3

X X
max ¼(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¸ [U (c (c ; ¹)) ¡ V (e (e ; ¹))]g 1 2 i i g i g
¼()

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g i1 2

X
¹s.t. ¼(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)W (q + q ¡ c ) ¸ W; (14)g 1 2 1 2 g

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

X X
8¹; ¼(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¹ (U (c (c ; ¹)) ¡ V (e (e ; ¹)))g 1 2 i i g i g

c ;q ig

X Xp(qjâ ; â )1 2¸ ¼(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¹ (U (c (c ; ¹)) ¡ V (e (ê ; ¹)))g 1 2 i i g i g
p(qja ; a )1 2c ;q ig

8a ; a ; â ; â ; , and where ê = â + â ; (15)1 2 1 2 g 1 2

X X
¹ ¹ ¹8¹a ; ¹a ; q; ¹¹; ¼(c ;q; ¹a ; ¹a ; ¹¹) = p(qj¹a ; ¹a ) ¼(c ;q; ¹a ; ¹a ; ¹¹); (16)1 2 g 1 2 1 2 g 1 2

c c;q
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X
¼(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) = 1, and 8c ; q; a ; a ; ¹; ¼(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¸ 0: (17)g 1 2 g 1 2 g 1 2

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

The main di®erence between this group regime, Program 3 and the relative performance

regime, Program 1, is the set of incentive constraints, namely equations (15) in Program 3 and

2equations (2) and (3) in Program 1. Constraints (15) ensure that given the group's contract with

the outsider, there is no alternative action pair Pareto superior for the group. The ability of the

group to redistribute consumption and e®orts is already incorporated in the internal distribution

rules. The incentive constraint represents a mongrel consumer, in which the within-group Pareto

weights, ¹, are an essential parameter. The within-group weight is a choice variable and need

not equal the planner's weights ¸. The potential di®erence between these values will be discussed

later.

Now suppose we are under the second technology speci¯cation, that each agent works only

his own plots. Individual e®orts no longer solely depend on aggregate e®ort and the internal

distribution rule, ¹, but the simpli¯cation used for consumption still applies and the programs

are quite similar. This program is labeled Program 4 but it is not written out.

At this point we pause to consider the statistical implications of the predicted within-group

allocation of resources. We then return to the analysis of the contract between the group and the

outsider.

As is already apparent in the arguments leading up to Programs 3 and 4, there will be an

optimal allocation of consumption risk within the group. The ¹ weights used in Program S will

determine levels of consumption; roughly, the higher the weight ¹ relative to ¹ , the higher will1 2

be consumption of agent 1 relative to agent 2. Of course, consumption of agents 1 and 2 will also

move around with outputs q and q but only in so far as aggregate consumption c (q ; q ) moves.1 2 g 1 2

Holding aggregate, group consumption constant, variations in q will not in°uence c , nor will1 1

variations in q in°uence c .2 2

This sole dependence of consumption on group consumption implies that farmers within the

group should pass the econometric tests for full insurance as in Cochrane (1991), Deaton (1993),

Mace (1991), and Townsend (1994), but only with respect to group consumption. These tests

regress individual consumption on aggregate consumption, often at the village or national level,

2In fact, if the previous substitutions were not made then Program 3 would be identical to Program 1 except for

the incentive constraints. Everything else, the grid space, the technology constraints, the participation constraint,

and the probability measure constraints are unchanged.
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to see if the functional relationship in equation (12) holds. This section provides a theory of the

level of aggregation at which the tests should be performed. The theory also implies that careful

measurement of group membership is necessary. The tests are valid for either technological

speci¯cation.

Similar arguments can be used to devise tests for production e±ciency as in Benjamin (1992),

and Feder, et. al. (1991). The test would require calculating the implicit production function, as

was done in equation (9), and then comparing marginal products, from the group's view, on each

plot. Of course, these production e±ciency tests are not relevant under the second technological

speci¯cation, because farmer's can not allocate their labor across plots.

Though allocations within groups have nice neoclassical properties, there remains an incentive

problem in both Programs 3 and 4, of the group relative to the outsider. The group represents

a mongrel consumer which must be given an incentive to work hard and in speci¯ed amounts

across the two plots. This is evident in the incentive constraints. Some numerical examples from

Program 4 are revealing of the importance of within-group allocations for the group's incentive

problem.

Numerical Example 1

:5 :5Suppose preferences for farmer i are U (c ; e ) = c =:5 ¡ e =:5 for i = 1; 2. Recall again thati i i i

in Program 4, agent 1 only works plot 1 and agent 2 only works plot 2. Consumption for each

farmer is gridded over the range 0 to 25 at intervals of one. Actions on each plot can take on a

low value of a or a high value of a . Similarly, output on either plot can take on a low value of ql h l

or high value of q . In this example, the following numbers were chosen for e®orts and outputs:h

a = 2; a = 6, q = 2, and q = 20.l h l h

Output returns are not correlated. On both plots the probability distribution of output, p(qja)

is described by

q ql h

a :70 :30l

a :30 :70h

¹Finally, the principal is assumed to be risk neutral, and the level,W , of his participation constraint

is set equal to 20 units.

Figure 1 shows expected group consumption, E(c (q ; q )), as a function of output on plotsg 1 2

1 and 2. Expected consumption is shown only because actual solutions delivered lotteries over
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adjacent consumption grid points. The planners weight ¸ of agent 1 is on the x-axis. The weight1

of agent 2 is not shown, but it is just ¸ = 1¡ ¸ . There are four possible outputs, re°ecting all2 1

di®erent combinations of high or low output on the two plots. The legend describes which line

corresponds to which output. For example, output of \hi,lo" means q = 20, and q = 2. The1 2

solution to the model for all of the ¸ values has both farmers working the high e®ort.

Figure 1: Total group consumption as a function of plot outputs

Starting from the left side of the graph, where ¸ = 0, agent 1 receives virtually no weight1

within the group. (Again, continue to ignore momentarily the potential di®erence between ¸

in the master program and the within-group weights, ¹.) Not shown in the graph is individual

consumption. When ¸ = 0, agent 1's consumption is zero for all outputs, while agent 2 consumes1

all of the group's consumption. Both are assigned high labor e®ort. Low consumption and high

e®ort of agent 1 has little consequence for group utility because farmer one has low weight.

Essentially, agent 1 is a serf. Internally, having agreed on the distribution of wealth, due to

skewed ownership or other considerations, agent 1 abides by the agreement, which is to work hard

and consume nothing. Notice that the c (q) lines for \hi,hi", and for \lo,hi" coincide in ¯gure 1g

as do the \lo,lo" and \hi,lo" lines when ¸ = 0. Externally, group consumption does not depend1

on output from the plot farmed by agent one. Internal monitoring and perfect commitment takes

care of the potential incentive problem, thus the risk-neutral principal provides full insurance on
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plot one. In contrast, agent 2, the lord of the group, has a high ¸ weight. Consequently, the2

mongrel consumer cares a lot about his e®ort and the group must be given incentives to make

the lord work hard. Hence, the group's consumption and the lord's consumption vary positively

with the output of agent 2 on plot two.

This logic prevails more generally, as we let ¸ increase toward the symmetric weight .5. Over1

this range group consumption depends primarily on output of agent 2 from plot 2, though output of

agent 1 from plot 1 becomes increasingly important. Group consumption, c , is ordered with plotg

outputs as follows: c (q =2; q =2) < c (q =20; q =2) < c (q =2; q =20) < c (q =20; q =20).g 1 2 g 1 2 g 1 2 g 1 2

The ordering re°ects the relative importance of each agent's e®orts as described above.

At lower levels of the principal's utility, when he has relatively low wealth relative to the group,

it is not optimal for both agents to work hard. At ¸ = 0 agent 1 still works hard and consumes1

virtually nothing. There is still no incentive issue there. But at ¸ = 0, agent 2 now works the1

low amount so there is no need to give agent 2 an incentive to work hard. The allocation in this

extreme case is equivalent to the allocation for the full-information version of the model. Neither

individual nor group consumption are a function of plot outputs. However, as ¸ increases, the1

group cares more about agents 1's welfare and is more tempted to have him shirk. Thus, stronger

incentives are introduced gradually to induce the group to force agent 1 to work hard. As this

happens group consumption will vary with output q , because of the need for incentives.1

We come back to the potential divergence between ¸ weights in Program 4 and ¹ weights in

group incentive constrain. In particular, we discuss this issue in terms of the example generating

¯gure 1. When ¸ = :10, the optimal ¹ is equal to .02. In this example, the within-group1 1

distribution of weights is more unequal than in the master program. Had we constrained the ¹-

weights to equal the higher ¸-weights, agent 2 would have been subjected to a lottery occasionally

assigning lower e®ort. As noted, in the actual unconstrained solution the relatively wealthy agent

2 is being given an incentive to work hard. One possible intuition is that for unequal ¹ weights

the mongrel consumer is more risk averse making it easier to give incentives to work hard. This

allocation would introduce less of a distortion from the benchmark, full-information program,

despite the negative e®ect on the objective function resulting from the group using ¹ weights

rather than ¸ weights to allocate resources within the group.

Exceptions to this intuition can be found. For example, at ¸ = :40 parameter ¹ moves1 1

in the opposite direction, to .42. In this parameterization recommended actions do not change,
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so we can focus on group consumption. In the constrained ¹ = ¸ allocation the variance1 1

of group consumption is 33.2101 while in the unconstrained ¹ 6= ¸ allocation the variance is1 1

31.4626. Here allowing the within-group allocation to be more equal reduces the variability of

group consumption.

For certain classes of preferences and technologies there can be no divergence between ¹-

weights and ¸-weights. To see this please return to Program 3, in which labor is transferable

across plots. Assume sets of feasible consumptions and e®orts are continuums just as we did in

our analysis of internal group sharing rules but retain the CRRA preference speci¯cation of the

example just given. These preferences aggregate in the sense of Gorman (1954). In particular

equations (12) and (13) reduce to

1=(1¡®)
¹
ic = c ; (18)i g1=(1¡®) 1=(1¡®)

¹ + ¹1 2

1=(1¡®)
¹
ie = e ; (19)i g1=(1¡®) 1=(1¡®)

¹ + ¹1 2

for i = 1; 2. Individual allocations of consumption and e®ort are linear in group aggregates.

If we substitute these expressions back into the weighted utility function of the incentive

constraint (15) in Program 3, a common constant, k(¹), can be pulled out from both sides of

the equation, leaving only a utility function expressed in aggregates c and e . Similarly ing g

the objective function of Program 3 a scalar, k(¸), can be pulled out so the objective function

consists of that scalar multiplied by a function of the aggregates, c and e . The constant makesg g

no di®erence to the maximization problem, that is, to the information-constrained optimal choice

of c and e , though it still e®ects the internal distribution of consumption and e®ort. Varyingg g

the weights within the group will not a®ect this schedule of payments to the outsider in any way!

In such cases the weights ¹ and ¸ internal to the group disappear from the problem altogether.

It is as if the outsider were facing a single agent who has the choice of e®ort over the two plots.

The consumption allocation to this single agent, really to the group, is determined as in the

well-understood, classic, principal-agent model.

The reason that CRRA preferences have this feature is that income expansion paths are linear.

Equivalently, the distribution of planner's weights does not e®ect the equilibrium marginal rates

of substitution between e®ort and consumption. Consequently, all types have the same preference

ordering over aggregate consumptions and aggregate e®ort. If the group voted on the choice of
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aggregate e®ort, for example, there would be unanimity. For further discussion of the Gorman

class of preferences, of which CRRA is one type, see Gorman (1954) or the exposition in Townsend

(1993).

Normally, when agents can not work the plots of each other, this logic fails. Preferences

would not aggregate in the example economy under consideration in Program 4. However, special

preferences speci¯cations provide exceptions. For example, HolmstrÄom and Milgrom (1990) use

transferable utility, which not surprisingly, can be aggregated across plots.

2.3 Comparison of Regimes

Finally, we return to the central issue of the paper: Why are there ¯rms? Here that question

is posed more precisely: When does the group model dominate the relative performance model?

There is a small literature, consisting of HolmstrÄom and Milgrom (1990), and Ramakrishnan

and Thakor (1991), and Itoh (1993), which considers this problem for variations of the models

described. In particular, they ¯nd that the correlation of plot returns is a crucial variable in

comparing the two regimes. They ¯nd that relative performance is better when plot returns are

correlated while groups are better when plot returns are uncorrelated. We have already noted

the power of the relative performance model in the examples of section 2.1. This paper's main

contribution to the literature is to illustrate that the distribution of wealth can be important in

determining which regime is preferable. The key di®erence in our approach is that we do not

use transferable utility, unlike in HolmstrÄom and Milgrom (1990), nor do we restrict ourselves to

symmetric equilibrium as in Itoh (1993) and Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1991).

When outputs across the two plots are correlated, then the relative performance model can

dominate, sometimes. To see this please consider a comparison of Programs 2 and 4, the relative

performance and group regimes when the technology is such that agents must work their own

plots. Consider the following example.

Numerical Example 2

Imagine that our economy is identical to the one described earlier in example 1 except that

plot outputs are correlated as shown in table 1. It is easy enough to verify that one agent's e®ort

does not e®ect the unconditional probability of output on the other's plot.
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(q ; q )1 2

(a ; a ) (q ; q ) (q ; q ) (q ; q ) (q ; q )1 2 l l h l l h h h

(q ; q ) :6979 :0021 :0021 :2979l l

(q ; q ) :2991 :4009 :0009 :2991h l

(q ; q ) :2991 :0009 :4009 :2991l h

(q ; q ) :2979 :0021 :0021 :6979h h

Table 1: Production technology, p(q ; q ja ; a ) with correlated returns.1 2 1 2

The key factor for the comparison in the correlated case is the distribution of wealth within

the group. Figure 2 shows a slice of the three-dimensional Pareto frontier for both models, when

¹the principal is constrained to receive W = 20 utils. The solid line shows the frontier for the

group model, Program 4, and the hyphenated line shows the frontier for the relative performance

model, Program 2.

Figure 2: Pareto frontiers for relative performance and group regimes in an example with corre-

lated plot returns.

The relative performance model is Pareto superior to the group model when then is a more

egalitarian distribution of the planner's weights, ¸ and ¸ . However, at extreme distributions of1 2

wealth within the group this ranking changes, so that the group model is Pareto superior. Indeed

there are utility values not feasible for either agent in the relative performance model. The reason
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for this is the ability of the group to force a high e®ort and low consumption allocation on the

agents. Such extreme allocations do not satisfy the individual-based incentive constraints in the

relative performance program where an individual controls his own e®ort.

There is a ¯nal interesting feature related to the distribution of wealth. There are high levels

¹of the outsider's utility, W , which can be obtained in the group model but not in the relative

performance model. The reason is that in the group model one agent within the group can be

used as a \serf" by the group even if the \lord" within the group gets little. The output on both

plots is then transferred to the outsider. Such a scheme is not feasible in the relative performance

model because, again, the individual incentive constraints require some compensation to each

¹agent to induce high e®orts. At high levels of utility,W , the outsider is using the dominant agent

in the group to extract a greater surplus from the group as a whole.

2.4 Decentralization

Like most models with private information, Programs 3 and 4 analyzed groups in isolation, with

only a resource constraint to represent their interactions with a principal as a proxy for the rest of

the world. Such a simpli¯cation is unappealing for several reasons. First, resources are allocated

across groups by markets. Neither the cropping groups in Aurepalle nor the partnerships nor the

extended Thai kinship networks are isolated from the rest of the world. Second, the principal-

agent framework provides no guidance on the extent of the de¯cit or surplus of the resource

¹constraint, or equivalently, what the level of a risk-neutral principal's utility, W , should be. As

¹the earlier analysis demonstrated, the level of W can strongly a®ect allocations.

We address these questions by showing that resources can be allocated across groups in a

competitive equilibrium, despite private information concerning what is going on within groups

and despite collusive behavior within groups relative to outsiders. As before, the groups can

enforce within-group allocations while keeping their information private from outsiders. Now,

however, instead of dealing with a principal, the members of a group trade as a unit with other

groups in a market. The objects traded by the groups are group incentive-compatible insurance

contracts, consisting of of transfers to the group conditioned on the recommended internal-weights

¹, recommended e®orts and observed outputs. Standard results of general equilibrium analysis,

including existence and the Welfare Theorems are shown to hold in this environment. The theory

shows not only that resources can be allocated by a price system but it establishes the crucial
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link between endowments and ¯nal allocations which is missing in much of agency theory.

A secondary focus of this section is to demonstrate that allocations within a group can also

be allocated by a price system. Simultaneously with the operation of the across-group market,

resources are allocated within groups in a smaller market, naturally one in which participation is

limited to members of that group. The result is dual pricing systems, one across groups and one

within each group. We discuss at the end of this section the relationship between the two.

Crucial to decentralizing the group insurance market is our choice of a commodity space and

consumption sets. Let C be the grid of group consumptions, let A , i = 1; 2 be the grids of totalg i

e®orts on plot i, and let M be the grid of internal-group Pareto weights, ¹. De¯ne P = C £Q£g

A £ A £M . Expanding on E.C. Prescott and Townsend (1994a) and (1994b), the underlying1 2

ncommodity space will be < , where n be the number of points in P . For our private-information

economies, modi¯ed to handle a continuum of groups, our consumption set is the set of probability

measures over P such that the technology and group incentive-compatibility constraints hold. The

group's "consumer" problem will be then to choose among probability distributions over the grid,

just as in the programs discussed earlier, but now subject to a budget constraint in which these

distributions are priced. The resulting economy retains all of the standard features of general

equilibrium theory, including convexity of consumption and production sets. Standard results, in

particular the Welfare Theorems, will be valid for our economy.

We begin with the group model of the previous section but imagine there is a continuum

of groups but only a ¯nite number of group types. Each group type, g, is a fraction ® > 0g

of the population. As before, each group is characterized by two agents, their utility functions

U (c )¡V (e ), i = 1; 2, and by the technology p(qja ; a ) on the group's two plots of land. Thegi i gi i 1 2

Pareto weights for all group members of a given type g are the same and denoted ¸ = (¸ ; ¸ )g g1 g2

but weights are allowed to vary across group types.

Any Pareto optimum { in which all groups of the same type are treated ex ante identically

{ can be found by maximizing a weighted sum of group utilities subject to incentive constraints

for actions on the each group's two plots, technology constraints, measure constraints, and an

economy-wide resource constraint. Speci¯cally, for assigned Pareto weights ¸ maximize by choiceg

of ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ); with a + a = e , for each group type g, the following program:g g 1 2 1 2 g
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Program 5

X X X
max ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¸ [U (c (c ; ¹)) ¡ V (e (e ; ¹))]g g 1 2 gi gi gi g gi gi g
¼ (¢)g g c ;q;a ;a ;¹ ig 1 2

X X
s.t. ® ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)(q + q ¡ c ) = 0; (20)g g g 1 2 1 2 g

g c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

X X
8g; ¹ ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¹ (U (c (c ; ¹)) ¡ V (e (e ; ¹)))g g 1 2 i gi gi g gi gi g

c ;qg i

X Xp(qjâ ; â )1 2¸ ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¹ (U (c (c ; ¹))¡ V (e (ê ; ¹)));g g 1 2 i gi gi g gi gi g
p(qja ; a )1 2c ;q ig

8a ; a ; â ; â , and where ê = â + â ; (21)1 2 1 2 g 1 2

X X
¹ ¹ ¹8g; ¹a ; ¹a ; q; ¹¹; ¼ (c ;q; ¹a ; ¹a ; ¹¹) = p(qj¹a ; ¹a ) ¼ (c ;q; ¹a ; ¹a ; ¹¹); (22)1 2 g g 1 2 1 2 g g 1 2

c c ;qg

X
¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) = 1, and 8g; c ;q; a ; a ; ¹; ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¸ 0: (23)g g 1 2 g 1 2 g g 1 2

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

Program 5 di®ers only from Program 3 in the addition of a continuum of heterogenous groups.

One constraint altered by switching to a continuum is equation (20), the resource constraint. It

allows goods to be transferred across group types and is written in terms of expectation, since with

a continuum of groups ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) is the fraction of that type who will receive the allocationg g 1 2

(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) in equilibrium. Equations (21) are the group-incentive constraints, equations (22)g 1 2

ensures consistency in allocations with the underlying technology, and (23) are the probability

measure constraints. As with Program 3, the above program can be modi¯ed to incorporate the

technology where each agent may only work a single plot. For that speci¯cation, a di®erent grid

space needs to be used since individual e®orts are no longer solely a factor of aggregate e®ort

e and internal weight ¹. Nevertheless, none of the decentralization results which follow will beg

a®ected by the di®erences between the two labor substitutability speci¯cations so for simplicity

we assume that all groups have the ability to substitute workers across plots.

Our discussion of decentralization is broken into two separate parts. The ¯rst part studies

decentralization of allocations across groups. By this we mean the group acts as a single entity,

purchasing allocations for all of its members. A competitive equilibrium is de¯ned, shown to

exist, and the Welfare Theorems are shown to hold. Finally, it is demonstrated that under some

conditions within-group allocations can also be supported by a di®erent price system applying

only to members within a group.
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2.4.1 Across-group decentralization

nFollowing E.C. Prescott and Townsend (1984a) and (1984b), the commodity space is< , where n

is the number of points in P, the set of feasible grid points. The consumption set, X , for a typeg

ng group is an allocation x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) 2 < which is a probability measure,g g 1 2

X
x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) = 1; 8c ;q; a ; a ; ¹; x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¸ 0;g g 1 2 g 1 2 g g 1 2

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

group incentive-compatible,

X X
8g; ¹; x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¹ (U (c (c ; ¹)) ¡ V (e (e ; ¹)))g g 1 2 i gi gi g gi gi g

c ;qg i

X Xp(qjâ ; â )1 2¸ x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¹ (U (c (c ; ¹))¡ V (e (ê ; ¹)))g g 1 2 i gi gi g gi gi g
p(qja ; a )1 2c ;qg i

8a ; a ; â ; â , and where ê = â + â ;1 2 1 2 g 1 2

and technologically feasible,

¹8g; ¹a ; ¹a ; q; ¹¹;1 2

X X
¹ ¹x (c ;q; ¹a ; ¹a ; ¹¹) = p(qj¹a ; ¹a ) x (c ;q; ¹a ; ¹a ; ¹¹):g g 1 2 1 2 g g 1 2

c c ;qg

Each group has an endowment, » (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) 2 < . In an economy without wealth re-g g 1 2 n

distribution the natural endowment is the lottery » putting mass one on the autarky pointg

(0;0; 0; 0; ¹), where ¹ is an arbitrary within-group weight. This endowment point entails no

work, no output, and no consumption with certainty. As will be discussed later, in an economy

with wealth redistribution, » (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) could be a solution to Program 5.g g 1 2

nThe price system in this economy is a vector p(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) 2 < which maps any allocationg 1 2

into <. Thus, the budget constraint of any group g is

X X
x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)p(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) · » (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)p(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹): (24)g g 1 2 g 1 2 g g 1 2 g 1 2

c ;q;a ;a ;¹ c ;q;a ;a ;¹g g1 2 1 2

The "consumer's" problem for a group of type g is then to choose x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) 2 X tog g 1 2 g

maximize the objective function

X X
x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) ¸ [U (c (c ; ¹)) ¡ V (e (e ; ¹))];g g 1 2 gi gi gi g gi gi g

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g i1 2

subject to the budget constraint (24).
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As in standard theory there are pro¯t-maximizing intermediaries in the economy which take

the price system p(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) as given and make commitments to supply groups with theg 1 2

underlying commodity. As we will soon see there is constant returns to scale in this technology

3so without loss of generality we assume that there is only one intermediary.

nLet y(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) 2 < be the number of units of each commodity point supplied by ang 1 2

intermediary. The intermediary may not commit to give out more consumption than it receives

so its production set, Y , is

X
nY = fy(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) 2 < j y(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)(c ¡ q ¡ q ) · 0g: (25)g 1 2 g 1 2 g 1 2

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

The intermediary's problem is to maximize pro¯ts,

X
y(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)p(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹);g 1 2 g 1 2

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

subject to y(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) 2 Y .g 1 2

¤The constant returns to scale of Y delivers an equilibrium price system p (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)g 1 2

proportional to c ¡q ¡q or otherwise there would be no solution to the intermediary's problem.g 1 2

Thus, in equilibrium, consumption c \produced" by the intermediary receive a positive priceg

and outputs q \purchased" by the intermediary receive a negative price. Other elements in the

commodity space, quantities of e®orts and assigned ¹-weights, receive a zero price.

Market clearing requires that 8c ;q; a ; a ; ¹ 2 P ,g 1 2

X X
® x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) = ® » (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) + y(c ;q; a ; a ; ¹):g g g 1 2 g g g 1 2 g 1 2

g g

With the group's problem, intermediary's problem, and market clearing conditions in place, we

can now de¯ne a competitive equilibrium.
¤De¯nition 1 A competitive equilibrium is an allocation x for each group type g, an allocationg

¤ ¤y for the intermediary and a price system p such that

¤ ¤1. x solves the group's problem given p ,g

¤ ¤2. y solves the intermediary's problem given p , and

3. markets clear.

3To avoid confusion with the ¯rms in the title of the paper, we avoid the standard general equilibrium usage of

the term ¯rm and instead call it an intermediary. Besides, in this economy the term intermediary is more descriptive

than a ¯rm since the traded objects are insurance contracts and physical production is done by groups when they

choose x 2 X .g g 27



Competitive equilibria exist in this economy as the next theorem shows.

Theorem 2 (Existence) For the natural endowment point, » (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) = (0; 0; 0; 0; ¹),g g 1 2

that is without any initial wealth redistribution, there exists a competitive equilibrium.

Proof: Recalling that equilibrium prices are linear in c ¡ q ¡ q , each group's income, I , isg 1 2 g

X
I = » (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)(c ¡ q ¡ q ):g g g 1 2 g 1 2

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

Under our choice of initial endowments, income for each and every group is zero! Each group's

consumer problem is to choose an allocation x 2 X which maximizes utility subject to theg g

budget constraint

X
x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹)(c ¡ q ¡ q ) · I = 0:g g 1 2 g 1 2 g

c ;q;a ;a ;¹g 1 2

The budget constraint states that the expected net in°ow of resources to any group g can not be

positive.

In e®ect, each group type g purchases an insurance contract which is actuarially fair. There

is not full insurance for any given group; aggregate c moves with q, as required by the incentiveg

constraints. But because there is a continuum of groups of type g, x (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) represents theg g 1 2

fraction of groups of type g in the population experiencing outcome-assignments (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹).g 1 2

Since there is no uncertainty about aggregates, resource °ows sum to zero within each group type

g. That is, there is no net °ow of resources from groups of one type to another. This implies

that each group-type achieves feasible, incentive-compatible insurance without interacting with

di®erent group types, just as if each group type was dealing with their own risk-neutral principal

with a reservation utility level of zero.

¤Let [x ] be the vector across group types of solutions to group g consumer problems andg

P¤ ¤set y = ® (x ¡ » ). Substitution of the market clearing conditions into the intermediary'sg gg g

¤ ¤ ¤resource constraint veri¯es that y is feasible for the intermediary. Finally, since p y = 0 and

¤ ¤p y · 0, 8y 2 Y , y solves the intermediary's problem. Q.E.D.

The proof demonstrates that there is a mapping between a group's budget problem and the

principal-agent problem with a risk-neutral principal. The mapping suggests that competitive

equilibria are Pareto optimal, which the following theorem veri¯es.
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¤Theorem 3 (First Welfare Theorem) Every competitive equilibrium allocation [x ] is Paretog

optimal.

¤Proof: By de¯nition of a competitive equilibrium, the vector across groups [x ] solves the con-g

¤sumer problem for each group type g. Now let ¼ = x , 8g.g g

Consider the global optimum problem, Program 5. Because of the continuums, the only

connection groups have to one another is through the resource constraint. Thus, Program 5

decomposes into a series of subprograms each characterized by the level of the resource constraint

¤associated with each group type. The allocation ¼ = x solves each subproblem at a zero resourceg g

level. It is also feasible since Program 5's resource constraint is the sum of the resource constraints

¤of each subproblem. Therefore, [x ] is Pareto optimal. Q.E.Dg

The Second Welfare Theorem follows naturally.

¤Theorem 4 (Second Welfare Theorem) Let [¼ ] be a Pareto optimum. Then there exists ag

¤ ¤competitive equilibrium for which x = ¼ ; 8g:g g

Proof: By the discussion above we can trace out all the Pareto optima across groups by varying

the levels of the subprogram resource constraints in Program 5, group by group, in such a way as

not to violate the economy-wide resource constraint. Each one of these subproblems is equivalent

to the consumer's problem for the corresponding level of income, where for each group g, the

Pareto weights ¸ in Program 5, are used in the group g's objective function. It thus su±ces tog

assign these incomes to achieve a competitive equilibrium supporting the desired Pareto optimum.

¤ ¤One obvious way to do this is by setting » = x and then determining incomes with prices p .g g

Q.E.D.

The economy's simplicity also provides other interesting implications. First, private infor-

mation plays only a small role in this economy. It determines the probability distribution of

consumption, outputs, e®orts, and internal-weights ¹, but it has no e®ect on prices or incomes.

The only di®erence between this economy and one with full information would be the lack of

incentive constraints in consumption sets X . Prices, resource constraints, and incomes are allg

unchanged. The interesting di®erences between the economies will be in e®orts, total outputs,

and in particular, variability of consumption.
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2.4.2 Within-group decentralization

This section demonstrates that in some cases allocations can be decentralized within groups, too.

The idea is that simultaneous with the operation of the larger market, there are numerous smaller

markets, one per group. Participation in these smaller markets is restricted only to members of

that group. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that such price mechanisms may coexist

at di®erent levels within an economy.

The within-group decentralization is much more standard than the across-group decentral-

ization. The allocations which are decentralized are those conditional on being recommended

internal-weight ¹, that is, ¼ (c ;q; a ; a j¹). To be group incentive compatible the allocationg g 1 2

must satisfy the subproblem, Program S, for assigned weight ¹. Since in the subproblem, groups

may reallocate labor and consumption as they see ¯t, they care only about the total resource they

will receive from other groups. Let ¿ = q +q ¡c be the amount of resources paid to the outside.1 2 g

The tax or transfer plus output on the two group plots is the \production" function faced by the

group.

This tax is a function of several sources of uncertainty. First, there is randomness in plot re-

turns, q. Second, conditional on output, q, group consumption, c , may be random as determinedg

by ¼ (c jq; a ; a ; ¹). Third, as ¼ (c ;q; a ; a ; ¹) indicates, ¿ may depend on recommended ac-g g 1 2 g g 1 2

tions, too. Given, ¼ (c ;q; a ; a j¹), uncertainty of plot returns may be summarized by the shocksg g 1 2

(" ; " ), where " is the shock to plot i. Uncertainty in the transfer c may be described by " ,1 2 i g 3

and any randomness in the recommended actions (a ; a ) we denote by " .1 2 4

The tax function can be now be speci¯ed in terms of the shocks. Letting q = f (a ; " ), the taxi i i i

function is ¿(" ; f (a ; " ); f (a ; " ); " ). The state of the economy is then (" ; " ; " ; " ), which3 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 1 2 3 4

is drawn from the probability distribution prob(" ; " ; " ; " ).1 2 3 4

Before describing the consumer's and ¯rm's problem in this economy, one explanatory note is

required. The underlying commodity points are grids of consumptions and e®orts. While this is

not a handicap in economies with continuums of agents it is a problem when there are only ¯nite

number of agents, as in this economy. The lack of a continuum is a problem because lotteries

no longer represent fractions of the population, so the resource constraint requires that a feasible

lottery depends on the realization of other agents' lotteries. This can cause several problems.

Consequently, we simply assume that consumptions and e®orts are chosen from continuums
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of sets. This is not a problem for the previous analysis because E.C. Prescott and Townsend

(1984b) have shown general equilibrium analysis of private information economies can be done

even when the choice variables are probability measures over continuums of sets. One problem is

that under this assumption there is a continuum of shocks " ; " ; " ; " . Rather than developing1 2 3 4

notation to handle this we simply assume that there are only a ¯nite number of states " ; " ; " ; "1 2 3 4

which occur in equilibrium. This assumption does not alter the thrust of the following results.

For each group g, let p(" ; " ; " ; " ) be the state-contingent price of consumption and w(" )1 2 3 4 4

be the state-contingent wage. We are assuming that the within-group market opens after the

contract with the outsider has been reached, after the internal-weight ¹ has been assigned, but

before actions (a ; a ) have been recommended. Let c (" ; " ; " ; " ), i = 1; 2, be agent i's state-1 2 gi 1 2 3 4

dependent consumption and e (" ), i = 1; 2, be agent i's labor supply. Agents receive wagegi 4

income, pro¯ts from the ¯rm, r , and any initial transfers, t . The consumer's problem for eachi i

household i in group g is then

X
max prob(" ; " ; " ; " )[U (c (" ; " ; " ; " )) ¡ V (e (" ))]1 2 3 4 gi gi 1 2 3 4 gi gi 4

c (" ;" ;" ;" );e (" )1 2 3 4 4gi gi " ;" ;" ;"1 2 3 4

subject to a budget constraint

X X
p(" ; " ; " ; " )c (" ; " ; " ; " ) · w(" )e (" ) + r + t :1 2 3 4 gi 1 2 3 4 4 gi 4 i i

" ;" ;" ;" "1 2 3 4 4

The ¯rm or cooperative also takes internal prices as given. It maximizes pro¯ts by purchasing

labor from the market, n(" ), allocating it among the two plots, n (" ); n (" ), and then selling4 1 4 2 4

the state-contingent output, y(" ; " ; " ; " ). It's production function is the tax, ¿(" ; " ; " ; " )1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

plus plot outputs. The ¯rm's problem is

X X
max p(" ; " ; " ; " )y(" ; " ; " ; " ) ¡ w(" )n(" )1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 4 4

y(" ;" ;" ;" );n (" );n (" );n(" )1 2 3 4 1 4 2 4 4 " ;" ;" ;" "1 2 3 4 4

P
subject to 8" ; n (" ) = n(" ), and4 i 4 4i

X
8" ; " ; " ; " ; y(" ; " ; " ; " ) · f (n (" ); " )¡ ¿(f (n (" ); " ); f (n (" ); " ); " ; " ):1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 i i 4 i 1 1 4 1 2 2 4 2 3 4

i

Market clearing within the group is

X
8" ; " ; " ; " ; y(" ; " ; " ; " ) = c (" ; " ; " ; " );1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 gi 1 2 3 4

i
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P
and 8" ; n(" ) = e (" ).4 4 gi 4i

If the production technology, taxes plut outputs, is convex in n (" ); i = 1; 2, then a com-i 4

petitive equilibrium is optimal and every internal optimum can be achieved in a decentralized

competitive equilibrium, possibly with wealth transfers, t . If the technology is not convex, theni

4the standard results do not apply.

The applicability of the within-group analysis depends on the example economy. For example,

the Indian cropping groups are relatively small and do not use a price system internally. How-

ever, the Thai extended families or the the Aymara Indian villages are larger and might use a

decentralized mechanism. Related, many large organizations, such as corporations use internal

prices, often called transfer pricing, to allocate resources within the organization.

3 Cropping Groups as Information Monitors

This section analyzes a second class of prototypes which are designed to study an alternative

de¯nition of a cropping group or ¯rm. A cropping group in this section is an arrangement under

which a set of households monitor each other by jointly farming plots of land. The organizational

design question for the planner is to decide which plots are jointly farmed by a group and which

are solely farmed by individuals. Before describing in detail what this choice entails, and also to

allow for a clear comparison between this and the previous sections' de¯nitions of a ¯rm, it is

helpful to ¯rst develop the model.

Imagine that are two households and three plots of land. As in sections 2.1 and 2.3 the utility

function U (c ) ¡ V (e ) describes farmer i's preferences, where e is the total amount of e®orti i i

worked by farmer i, and c is farmer i's consumption. Again, we denote e = (e ; e ; e ) as thei i1 i2 i3i²

vector of plot-speci¯c e®orts by farmer i. The probability of the output vector q = (q ; q ; q ),1 2 3

across the three plots is described by the function p(qje +e ). The production function can be1² 2²

speci¯ed quite generally to incorporate correlated returns and complementarities in production

but for simplicity we assume that plot j's return only depends on the total e®ort on plot j and

that plot returns are uncorrelated. Finally, there is an outsider with preferences over the surplus,

q + q + q ¡ c ¡ c . For simplicity we assume he is risk-neutral.1 2 3 1 2

Plots may be allocated in two ways. If plot j is assigned only to farmer i then farmer i alone

4Commodity spaces exist which can handle the non-convexities but the ones explored by the authors had little

economic content.
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can work it. In this case his e®ort e is private information so there is a moral-hazard problem.ij

Alternatively, plot j may be assigned jointly to farmers one and two. In this case they observe

each other's e®orts so by revelation principle arguments each may be induced to costlessly reveal

each other's e®orts to the outsider. This argument only works if there is no collusion against the

outsider and we assume that this is the case. More will be said on collusion shortly.

To make the choice between joint and individual farming non-trivial two costs are imposed

on groups. First, a utility cost is imposed on each agent per jointly farmed plot. The idea is

that there are some diseconomies of scale or coordination costs in the number of farmers working

together. Second, for consistency with the monitoring focus of this section, agents' e®orts must

be supplied in equal amounts to each group plot, as if they were monitoring by simultaneously

working together.

The lack of collusion is the key di®erence between this section and the previous one but the

two prototypes are not inconsistent. Despite appearances, collusion is not incompatible with land

assignments in which there are individually farmed plots. If agents could collude then, as in

section 2.4, allocations would need to respect the ability of agents to write their own internal

contracts, but now their subproblem itself would include incentive constraints because e®orts are

5not observed on individually operated plots. Such a program can be written down but computing

it { let alone analyzing it { is di±cult. Consequently, we restrict our focus in this section to the

no-collusion case and concentrate on the assignment monitoring feature of the ¯rms.

The prototype in this section is designed to capture certain features of the economies described

in the introduction. Most apparent is the connection to the observed land assignments in Au-

repalle. In addition to their group obligations, cropping group members often have their own plots

which they work separately from the group. On the group plots, cropping group members claim

they work together in equal amounts, suggesting that there is monitoring and that this section's

equal e®ort assumption is reasonable. Observed group size is also limited, typically there are only

two or three group members and never more than ¯ve, suggesting there are diseconomies of scale

as assumed here. Another common land assignment in Aurepalle is for landowners to split their

land among tenants rather than renting it to groups and for individuals to farm their own plots

5One complication in combining the approaches is that allocations may satisfy one de¯nition of a ¯rm and not

the other. As we discussed in the introduction our motivation is to model characteristics of some ¯rms. Underlying

much of our analysis is that there can be di®erent reasons for ¯rms to exist. This suggests that the ¯rm may be

too broad a concept and that it would be bene¯cial to distinguish ¯rms by their raison d'etre.
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rather than combining them into one production unit.

By the standard introduced in this section the communal land of the Aymara would not

constitute the land of a group unless it is jointly farmed. However, if there were a requirement

that all communal plots be farmed at the same time, it would be suggestive of a monitoring

component, as assumed here. Similarly, the individual operated plots of the families in Burkina

Faso would not constitute group plots, though any plots jointly farmed by males and females

would constitute group plots. The prototype of this section also focuses our attention again to

extended familiy arrangements in Thailand and to the distinction of whether or not extended

families are jointly farming plots or instead only sharing in consumption risk.

Returning to the model, our aim is to jointly solve for land assignments and allocations.

Unfortunately, reaching this goal is not straightforward. Complications arise because the grid

of feasible consumption, output, and e®ort vectors depend on the land assignment as does the

speci¯cation of the incentive constraints. In particular, as the number of cases checked increases

{ that is, as the number of land assignments increases { so does the size of the linear program.

We reduce this problem by computing the optimal allocation for each given land assignment. The

optimal land assignment and corresponding allocation will then be the one which maximizes the

objective function. Sometimes, however, the linear program designed to compute a given land

assignment is still too large for practical purposes. These problems are avoided by assuming a

particular speci¯cation of the utility function and then using dynamic programming techniques

developed in E.S. Prescott (1995) to compute the model. More will be said on our algorithm

later.

There are numerous possible land assignments, including those which specify who works which

plot. However, since plot j's return is a function of total e®ort on the plot, e + e , and is1j 2j

independent of other plot returns, it does not matter whether farmer i works plot j, per se. What

matters is the number of private and group plots worked by both farmers. Table 2 lists the

possible assignments.

Columns one and two list the number of plots worked solely by agents one and two, respectively,

while column 3 lists the number of plots jointly farmed. For example, the assignment in the ¯rst

row (3; 0; 0) means that agent one works all three plots by himself. Row 6, the (1; 1; 1) assignment

indicates that each agent works one plot by himself and one plot jointly. This latter assignment

is of particular interest because it most closely resembles typical cropping groups in Bolivia or
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Number of plots worked by:

Agent one Agent two The

alone alone group

3 0 0

2 1 0

1 2 0

0 3 0

2 0 1

1 1 1
0 2 1

1 0 2

0 1 2

0 0 3

Table 2: Feasible land assignments.

Aurepalle.

In the interest of brevity, we describe only the (1; 1; 1) or cropping group land assignment. In

particular, we ¯rst describe the domain and the incentive constraints for this problem and then

setup the planning problem. Later, we will indicate which part of the program must be modi¯ed

to handle other land assignments. Further, without loss of generality we assume that for the

(1; 1; 1) land assignment, agent one's plot is plot one, agent two's plot is plot two, and the group's

plot is plot three.

Let P = C £ Q £ E £ E be the cross-product of the sets of consumption, output, and1² 2²

e®ort vectors points. Each set, E , contains vectors which indicate agent i works zero e®ort oni²

any, some, or all plots. The assumption is that if agent i is not assigned to plot j then he supplies

zero e®ort on it, that is e = 0. If he is assigned to plot j then we require that for e to beij i²

feasible, e > 0.ij

The land assignment, through the aforementioned assumptions, determines the set of feasible

grid points. If X is the set of feasible grid points then for the (1; 1; 1) land assignment

X = f(c;q; e ; e ) 2 P je > 0; e = 0; e = 0; e > 0; e = e > 0g: (26)1² 2² 11 12 21 22 13 23

The conditions on X require that agent one works positive e®ort on plot one, does not work plot

two, and works an amount on plot three which is not only positive but equal to farmer two's

e®ort. The conditions similarly restrict agent two's feasible grid points. Other restrictions, such
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as maximum total e®ort per plot or maximum total e®ort by an agent, are easily incorporated

into X .

Given the land assignment, the choice variable for the program is ¼(c;q; e ; e ), the joint1² 2²

probability of consumptions, outputs, and e®orts. Aside from the domain, X , only incentive

constraints are a®ected by the land assignment. Consequently, we describe them before writing

out the entire program.

For the (1; 1; 1) land division there are two sources of private information, agent one's action on

plot one and agent two's action on plot two. E®orts on plot 3 do not require incentive constraints

because the plot is jointly farmed. Incentive constraints on agent one are for each e ; e , the13 11

allocation ¼(c;q; e ; e ) must satisfy1² 2²

X
¼(c;q; e ; e )[U (c ) ¡ V (e +e )]1² 2² 1 11 13

c;q;e2²

X p(qjê ; e ; e +e )11 22 13 23¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) [U (c ) ¡ V (ê +e )]; (27)1² 2² 1 11 13
p(qje ; e ; e +e )11 22 13 23c;q;e2²

for all feasible ê . The incentive constraint is designed to stop agent one from deviating on plot11

one. Since the other agent does not work plot one, total e®ort on plot one is e . Both agents'11

e®orts on plot three are publicly observed so agent one must follow the e recommendation on13

plot three.

Agent two's incentive constraints are similar taking the form that for each e ; e , the allo-23 22

cation ¼(c;q; e ; e ) must satisfy1² 2²

X
¼(c;q; e ; e )[U (c ) ¡ V (e +e )]1² 2² 2 22 23

c;q;e2²

X p(qje ; ê ; e +e )11 22 13 23¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) [U (c ) ¡ V (ê +e )]; (28)1² 2² 2 22 23
p(qje ; e ; e +e )11 22 13 23c;q;e2²

for all feasible ê .22

With the domain and incentive constraints as speci¯ed, we can now proceed to the description

of the program. Given the land assignment the planner's problem is to maximize the weighted

sum of agent's utilities by choosing ¼(c;q; e ; e ) over the domain X, as de¯ned by (26). Denote1² 2²

g(y) as the disutility accruing to each agent from working y number of group plots; with one group

¹plot, as here, the disutility is g(1). Letting (¸ ; ¸ ) be the planner's weights on the agents andW1 2

the reservation utility of the principal, the program is
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Program 6

X
max ¼(c;q; e ; e )[¸ (U (c )¡ V (e )) + ¸ (U (c ) ¡ V (e ))¡ g(1)]1² 2² 1 1 1 2 2 2
¼()

c;q;e ;e1² 2²

X
¹s.t. ¼(c;q; e ; e )(q + q + q ¡ c ¡ c ) ¸ W; (29)1² 2² 1 2 3 1 2

c;q;e ;e1² 2²

(27); (28);

X X
¹ ¹ ¹8q;¹e ;¹e ; ¼(c;q;¹e ;¹e ) = p(qj¹e ;¹e ) ¼(c;q;¹e ;¹e ); (30)1² 2² 1² 2² 1² 2² 1² 2²

c c;q

X
¼(c;q; e ; e ) = 1; ¼(c;q; e ; e ) ¸ 0: (31)1² 2² 1² 2²

c;q;e ;e1² 2²

Program 6 is similar to Program 1, the relative performance model. The term g(1) in

the objective function is removed from each agent's portion of the objective function because
P

¸ g(y) = g(y). As in earlier sections, equation (29) is the outsider's utility, equations (30) areii

the constraints which ensure that chosen allocations are consistent with the underlying technol-

ogy, and constraints (31) ensure that the choice variable is a probability measure. Finally, (27)

and (28) are the previously discussed incentive constraints.

Planning problems for other land assignments can be setup by modifying Program 6. In fact,

all that needs to be changed is the domain X and the form of the incentive constraints. For

example, the (3; 0; 0) land assignment would require that X = f(c;q; e ; e ) 2 P je > 0; e =1² 2² 1j 2j

0; j = 1; 2; 3g and that there be incentive constraints for agent one on each and every plot. The

(0; 0; 3) assignment, that is, all plots are jointly farmed, would require X = f(c;q; e ; e ) 21² 2²

P je = e > 0; j = 1; 2; 3g and no incentive constraints. In the interest of brevity we do not1j 2j

present the various combinations explicitly.

Our algorithm is to compute the solution to the Program 6 version of each land assignment

¹and then take the best one as measured by the objective function, holding ¸ ; ¸ , and W ¯xed.1 2

Unfortunately, computation is not practical because of the program's large dimensions. Adding

the third plot, as compared with the two-plot, relative-performance model in section 2.1, greatly

increases the number of feasible actions along with the number of outputs. Coarse grids for P

make computation feasible but the grids are su±ciently coarse to make some results an artifact
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of the grid. Consequently, an alternative strategy is used. Assumptions are made which allow the

problem to be broken into smaller programs and then these (still large) programs are computed

using the dynamic programming methods developed in E.S. Prescott (1995). The full details of

the algorithm, including a description of the dynamic programming method, are listed in the

computational appendix. The following paragraphs provide a summary, which leaves out many

details. However, it does indicate that our assumptions on preferences and technology greatly

facilitated computation.

Our ¯rst simpli¯cation is to assume that disutility is linear in e®ort. This assumption is

important because it means that an agent's e®ort level on a group plot does not a®ect his incentives

to work on his own private plot. The reason is that e®ort on the group plot lowers an agent's

utility by a scalar amount without altering the agent's marginal tradeo® between consumption

and e®ort, the factor which matter for incentive constraints.

A second useful result follows from the outsider's risk-neutrality and the independence of

production returns across plots. Using HolmstrÄom (1982), these assumptions imply that an agent's

compensation depends only on outputs on the plots he works. That is, he should bear only output

risk associated with his own plot. Related, consumption levels are a function of output on the

privately worked plot and not a function of outputs on group plots.

When combined these assumptions imply that the global problem can be broken into separate

subproblems; a subproblem for plots individually worked by agent one, another for plots individ-

ually worked by agent two, and a ¯nal one for group plots. Once the full range of subproblems is

calculated, the optimal combination of them, given the land assignment, is calculated. One more

calculation, choosing the land assignment which maximizes the objective function, delivers the

optimal land assignment.

3.1 Numerical Results

To illustrate the e®ect of parameters on the optimal organizational structure, we present two

numerical examples. Both examples use the following grid spaces

C = [0; :02; :04; :::; 1:6]£ [0; :02; :04; :::; 1:6],

Q = f0; 1g £ f0; 1g £ f0; 1g,P
E = fW £W £W j e · 12g,iji² j
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where W is the set of whole numbers. The E grid contains vectors of non-negative integers suchi²

that no more than 12 total units of e®ort are made by individual i. Letting P = C£Q£E £E ,1² 2²

the domain of grid points is

X
X = fc;q; e ; e 2 P j 8j; e · 8g;1² 2² ij

i

that is, no more than 8 units of e®ort total may be worked on a plot.

There are two outputs per plot, 0 and 1. Plot returns are independent and only a function of

total e®ort on that plot. The probability distribution of the outputs on each plot, j, is

:5p(q =0je +e ) = 1¡ ((e + e ¡ :9)=25) ;j 1j 2j 1j 2j

:5p(q =1je +e ) = ((e + e ¡ :9)=25) :j 1j 2j 1j 2j

Probabilities of the high output on each plot vary from 0.06, if one unit of e®ort is supplied, to

0.53, if the maximum feasible amount of e®ort, eight, is supplied to the plot. The probability

distribution of the high output is concave in e®ort. The joint distribution of the vector of plot

outputs is easily calculated.

For each agent i, preferences are described by

®c
i ¡ k (e +e +e )¡ k y;e i1 i2 i3 g
®

where y is the number of plots worked by the group, and k and k are scalars. As discussede g

P
earlier, disutility is linear in the amount of total e®ort e = e . The parameters ®, k , and ki ij e gj

will be varied in the examples, and so will the distribution of wealth, as determined by the level

¹of the principal's utility W and the Pareto weights, ¸ and ¸ . We do not consider agents which1 2

are heterogenous in the preference parameters.

Numerical Example 3

Our ¯rst example in this section uses the following parameters:

¹® = :5; k = :125; k = :075; W = 0:e g

Table 3 lists the optimal land assignment as a function of the Pareto weight, ¸ 2 [0; :5]. At1

¸ = 0 there is the most inequality, while at ¸ = :5 the agents are valued equally. At ¸ = :5 all1 1 1

plots are jointly farmed, that is, all are group plots. Essentially, the entire economy is one large
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Number of plots worked by:

Agent one Agent two The

¸ alone alone group1

0 2 0 1

.1 1 0 2

.2 1 0 2

.3 0 0 3

.4 0 0 3

.5 0 0 3

Table 3: Optimal land assignments in example 3 as a function of the Pareto weights.

group. Not shown are the consumption features of the optimal contract, but not surprisingly

agents are fully insured because there are no hidden e®orts.

Groups predominate in this example economy because the parameter k is relatively small. Ing

particular, at ¸ = 0 one plot is still a group plot. In this case, each agent works 3 units of e®ort1

on the group plot while agent one works, in addition, 2 units of e®ort on each of the other two

plots. Interestingly, despite the low Pareto weight on agent one, it is not worthwhile to make him

do all of the work, as in a (3; 0; 0) assignment. Apparently, as ¸ ! 0, his e®ort level increases1

(and his consumption levels decrease) and the incentive constraints on individually operated plots

become increasingly costly to sustain. Consequently, it becomes worthwhile to keep agent two

as a monitor on the third plot, despite the losses to the objective function at ¸ = 1, rather2

than compensating agent one enough to induce him to work the higher e®ort. This monitoring

¹feature does not always dominate at extreme Pareto weights. For example, at W = ¡2, that is,

the principal makes a net transfer to the agents, agents' e®orts decline, monitoring is no longer

required, and the optimal land assignment is (3; 0; 0), that is agent one works all of the plots.

Numerical Example 4

Other parameter values can deliver the cropping group land assignment, (1; 1; 1). Consider

the parameterization

¹® = :5; k = :1; k = :2; W = 0:e g

Now there is a much larger utility cost from working a group plot and a slightly lower amount

of disutility from e®ort. Table 4 lists the optimal land assignments as a function of the Pareto
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Number of plots worked by:

Agent one Agent two The

¸ alone alone group1

0 2 0 1

.1 2 0 1

.2 2 0 1

.3 2 0 1

.4 2 0 1

.5 1 1 1

Table 4: Optimal land assignments in example 4 as a function of the Pareto weights.

weight, ¸ . At ¸ = :5, we observe the cropping group assignment (1; 1; 1). The contract looks1 1

much as one might expect. Agent's contracts are identical and consumption for each agent is

solely a function of output on his privately worked plot. Again, we do not show the levels of

consumption, but su±ce it to say that each agent receive higher consumption if he produces a

higher level of output on his individually-worked plot. As ¸ ! 0, agent one quickly becomes the1

only agent working a plot on his own, and there is no variation in the optimal land assignment.

¹An interesting parameter to vary is W , the principal's utility. Table 5 lists the assignments

¹as a function of W for the case when ¸ = :5, that is, when the two agents are ex ante identical.1

¹At W = 2, the entire economy is one large group and in particular, both agents are working

their maximum e®ort in order to make large transfers to the principal. The principal is using

¹the groups as a monitoring device. The level of W requires so much resource extraction from the

agents that the program cannot induce the necessary high e®orts from individually worked plots.

Consequently, the program gives up on avoiding the utility cost from working group plots and

uses the agents as monitors.

¹ ¹As W is lowered, the number of group plots declines monotonically. At the lower levels ofW

there appears to be an asymmetry between the e®orts of the two agents. This is an artifact of

the preferences and the desired e®ort. At these levels, the principal is recommending that agents

assigned to a plot work the minimum amount of e®ort, which is one. Consequently, there is no

incentive problem, since zero e®ort is not feasible on a plot if you are assigned to work it. Second,

disutility is linear in e®ort so for a given level of e®ort it does not matter which agent does the

work.
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Number of plots worked by:

Agent one Agent two The
¹W alone alone group

-3 3 0 0

-2 2 0 1

-1 2 0 1

-.5 1 1 1

0 1 1 1

.5 1 1 1
1 1 0 2

2 0 0 3

¹Table 5: Optimal land assignments in example 4 as a function of the principal's utilityW .

In addition to the cropping group motivation, our model is applicable to the large literature on

land reform. In Bolivia during the 1950's, and in other parts of Latin America at di®erent times,

many large estates or Haciendas have been broken up, motivated by the desire to redistribute

6wealth. The last comparative statics exercise presented, analyzing the e®ect of the principal's

¹utility, W , on optimal organizational form is highly relevant to this literature. Our results are

consistent with the idea that breaking up large estates is a better way to reallocate wealth from the

principal to the agents, than a centralized scheme with communal work and shared consumption.

Note, however, that some communal plots can remain in the optimal assignment for intermediate

¹ranges of W , as maybe with the communal holdings of the Aymara. Interesting exercises would

include searching for parameters in which the change in the number of group plots is not monotonic

¹in W , or studying the robustness of the results under di®erent speci¯cations of group costs.

This section focused on the monitoring aspect of ¯rms. It did this by solving an assignment

problem, that is, allowing the planner to choose the location at which agents work. The next

section continues the assignment theme but in a di®erent context.

4 Firms as Long-term Relationships

A characteristic of ¯rms, not yet emphasized in the paper, is that they are often long-term

arrangements. A ¯rm usually performs a sequence of separate tasks over a period of time. For

6Related, there has been extensive collectivization of agriculture by the state in Latin America, and more recently,

a tendency to break up these collectivized institutions. See Carter (1987) and Meyer (1989) for discussions of the

latter process.
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example, the Indian cropping groups, as well as tenants or owner-operators, farm the same plots

during an entire cropping season. They plow, sow, and fertilize their plot, to name only a few of

the tasks necessary to grow crops.

The alternative to long-term arrangements is to hire inputs on a per task basis from a spot

market. Such arrangements are common and coexist with long-term arrangements. For example,

there is an active spot market for bullock services in Aurepalle. See Mueller and Prescott (1996)

for a description. Similarly, many corporations outsource, that is, hire other companies to perform

some tasks.

Our ¯nal class of prototypes is designed to study these questions by analyzing long-term versus

short-term arrangements in an environment where the length of an arrangement is endogenous.

Production takes place in two stages and between the two stages the planner has the option of

switching a farmer from his original plot to a new one. Switching a®ects the information structure

in ways which may or may not be bene¯cial.

In these models, agents who are not switched to new plots, that is they work the same plot

of land for the entire season, are considered to be in long-term arrangements. In contrast, agents

who are switched to new plots are considered to be in a sequence of short-term arrangements

which we interpret loosely as corresponding to participation in a spot market.

4.1 The Role of the Production Function

This section studies the role of the production function in determining optimal assignments of

labor. Two speci¯cations of the production technology are studied. In the ¯rst, a plot's output

is only a function of the sum of interim and ¯nal-stage e®orts and a random shock. Under

this assumption, plus one other on the production function, the optimality of no-switching is

demonstrated. Switching is disadvantageous because e®ort deviations must be prevented on both

plots, that is, if agents were switched there are additional incentive constraints relative to the

no-switch problem. The argument is analogous to the earlier analysis of the relative performance

model with uncorrelated returns and labor substitutability across plots. In that model the question

was whether or not to assign each agent to work both plots or to work separate plots.

The second speci¯cation of the production technology assumes interim and ¯nal stage e®orts

are complements rather than substitutes. The complementarities are across stages, not across

plots. Certain combinations of e®orts are imagined to be revealing of the levels of e®ort. We
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conjecture that such a technology induces switching because such short-term arrangements prevent

the agent from simultaneously altering a plot's inputs at both stages. That is, if the agent was

to stay on the same plot he would jointly alter interim and ¯nal stage e®orts to avoid revealing

combinations of e®orts. Again, there is an analogy to earlier arguments. In particular, for reasons

discussed later, the problem is similar to the comparison between the relative performance and

group regimes with correlated plot returns and no labor substitutability across plots.

Imagine there are two agents, i = 1; 2, and two plots of land i = 1; 2. Agent i starts on plot

i. There are two stages to production, an interim stage and a ¯nal stage. Agent i's initial e®ort

is denoted a and his ¯nal e®ort is denoted b . Agents may be switched after the initial stage.i i

Output on plot i, q , is a function solely of e®orts worked on that plot and a plot-speci¯ci

random shock. Shocks across plots are uncorrelated. If agents are not switched, the probability

distribution of output on plot i is described by the function p(q ja + b ). However, if agents arei i i

switched then the production function is written p(q ja + b ), j 6= i. Agent i's initial e®ort isi i j

always an input onto plot i because he starts there.

Agents' receive utility from consumption and disutility from e®orts. Utility is separable and

written U (c ) ¡ V (a ) ¡ V (b ), where U and V are strictly concave. The utility function impliesi i i

that for a given level of total e®ort, agents prefer to spread their e®ort across the two stages. As

before, feasible consumptions, outputs, and e®orts are restricted to ¯nite grids. In particular, we

also assume that a and b are chosen from identical sets which consist of elements spaced equallyi i

far apart. We also assume that both agents have equal Pareto weights.

For analytical reasons we make several simpli¯cations. First, we model the switching as

a discrete decision made by the planner at time of contracting. Thus, all participants in the

economy know initially whether there will be a switch or not. Let d = 0 denote no switch and

d = 1 denote switch.

Our second simpli¯cation is to allow only the planner to send messages recommending actions

immediately after contracting. This assumption precludes the planner from recommending an

interim-stage e®ort a and then after the interim stage e®ort is taken, sending a random messagei

7which recommends ¯nal-stage e®ort b . We would rather not delve into the Revelation Principlei

issues related to this assumption but su±ce it to say that this communication structure implies

7Examples can be generated where such a strategy is bene¯cial. Unfortunately, it greatly complicates the analysis

of the switching problem.
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that each agent is initially recommended a sequence (a ; b ) of actions. Finally, we also restricti i

our focus to symmetric allocations. In this example, symmetry means that agents face the same

contract and are recommended the same sequence of actions. That is, if agent one is recommended

(a ; b ) then so is agent two. Essentially, we are restricting ourselves to symmetric, pure strategy,1 1

Nash equilibrium in the game played between the two agents. However, realizations of output

may still di®er across the two plots. These assumptions are admittedly strong but they help with

the analytical results.

Since the treatment of the agents is symmetric, we can the write the program in terms of

maximizing the utility of agent one since his allocation is identical ex ante to that of agent two. The

choice variables, framed in terms of agent 1, are the probability distributions ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd)1 1 2 1 1

and the switch variable d 2 f0; 1g. Output q must be included in ¼ because if agent 1 is switched2

his ¯nal-stage e®ort, b , a®ects q .2 2

Program 7

X
max ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd)[U (c ) ¡ V (a ) ¡ V (b )]1 1 2 1 1 i i i

¼(¢jd);d2f0;1g

X
¹s.t. ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd)(q ¡ c ) ¸ W=2; (32)1 1 2 1 1 1 1

if d = 0, then for all assigned a ; b ,1 1

X
¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=0)[U (c )¡V (a )¡V (b )]1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

c ;q ;q1 1 2

^X p(q jâ +b )1 1 1 ^ ^¸ ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=0) [U (c )¡V (â )¡V (b )]; 8â ; b ; (33)1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
p(q ja +b )1 1 1c ;q ;q1 1 2

if d = 1, then for all assigned a ; b ,1 1

X
¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=1)[U (c )¡V (a )¡V (b )]1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

c ;q ;q1 1 2

^X p(q jâ +b ) p(q ja +b )1 1 1 2 1 1 ^ ^¸ ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=1) [U (c )¡V (â )¡V (b )]; 8â ; b ;(34)1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
p(q ja +b ) p(q ja +b )1 1 1 2 1 1c ;q ;q1 1 2

¹8d; ¹q ; ¹q ; b ; ¹a ,1 2 1 1

X X
¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¼(c ; ¹q ; ¹q ; b ; ¹a jd) = p(¹q jb ; ¹a )p(¹q jb ; ¹a ) ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; ¹a jd) (35)1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

c c ;q ;q1 1 1 2
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X
¹8d; ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd) = 1; ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; ¹a jd) ¸ 0: (36)1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1

c ;q ;q ;b ;a1 1 2 1 1

Equation (32) is the principal's participation constraint. It is written only as a function of

c and q because symmetry implies that as a function of output the principal gives the same1 1

compensation to both agents and receives the same level of output in expectation from both

¹agents. Similarly, the principal's utility is speci¯ed at the level W=2, since he receives half of his

utility from agent one.

Equations (33) are agent 1's incentive constraints if he is not switched. In accordance with our

assumption that a and b are recommended before the interim stage, the summand is only over1 1

consumption, c , and outputs, q ; q . The likelihood ratio on the right-hand side of the equation1 1 2

indicates that deviations by the agent only a®ect output on plot 1.

Equations (34) are agent 1's incentive constraints if he is switched. The likelihood ratios on the

right-hand side of the constraint contain two substitutions which might not be readily apparent.

When switched, the production function of plot i is p(q ja + b ). However, because of symmetryi i j

and the assumption that both agents receive the same recommended sequence of actions, we know

that a = a and b = b . Substituting, gives the form the ratios take in (34). They indicate that1 2 1 2

for agent one an interim-stage deviation a®ects the probability of q and a ¯nal-stage deviation1

a®ect the probability of q . Finally, the remaining equations (35) and (36) are the technology and2

probability measure constraints, respectively.

Now consider a technological speci¯cation where interim and ¯nal stage e®orts are perfect

substitutes in production. That is, p(q ja + b ) is the production function for plot i if there isi i i

no switch and p(q ja + b ) is it if there is a switch. Also, assume that this probability func-i i j

tion satis¯es the monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP) and convexity of the distribution

function (CDFC). As discussed in section 2.1, these assumptions are su±cient to use the ¯rst-

order approach in single agent problems, which for our purposes corresponds to checking adjacent

constraints. They let us prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5 When interim and ¯nal stage e®orts are perfect substitutes in production, and pro-

duction satis¯es MLRP and CDFC, the optimal no-switching symmetric equilibria weakly domi-

nates all switching symmetric equilibria.

Proof: First, consider the following simpli¯cation of the no-switch incentive constraints. Let
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e = a + b be the total e®ort worked by agent i and leti i i

V̂ (e ) = min V (a ) + V (b ): (37)i i i
fa ;b ja +b =e gi i i i i

The solution to the problem is the optimal way for agent i to allocate e units of e®ort across thei

^interim and ¯nal stages. The concave function V (e ) is the indirect utility from working e unitsi i

of e®ort.

Since interim and ¯nal stage e®orts are perfect substitutes in production any allocation a ; bi i

must respect agent i's ability to reallocate e®ort between interim and ¯nal stage e®orts according

to equation (37). Consequently, we can frame the incentive constraint (33) solely in terms of e .i

Now recall that the production technology on each plot satis¯es MLRP and CDFC, which means

that only downward adjacent incentive constraints bind. That is, for a given level of total e®ort

h¡1he , we only need to check the next lowest total e®ort is e . In terms of a ; and b lowering e byi i ii i

h¡1h^ ^one unit means either a or b will be lowered by one unit as determined by V (e ) and V (e ).i i i i

(Recall that a and b are equally spaced on their grids),i i

Without loss of generality assume that a is lowered. Letting h and h index the recommendedi a b

a and b actions respectively, incentive constraints for agent one arei i

X
hha b¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=0)[U (c )¡V (a )¡V (b )]1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

c ;q ;q1 1 2

hh ¡1a bX p(q ja +b )1 hh ¡11 1 a b¸ ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=0) [U (c )¡V (a )¡V (b )]: (38)1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1hha bp(q ja +b )1c ;q ;q1 1 2 1 1

If this same agent is switched then he faces the option of deviating on plot one or plot two.

Considering only downward adjacent constraints, lowering a is identical to equation (38). How-i

ever, he must also be prevented from deviating on plot two. The incentive constraint on plot two

is

X
hha b¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=0)[U (c )¡V (a )¡V (b )]1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

c ;q ;q1 1 2

hha bX p(q ja +b )1 h ¡1h1 1 a b¸ ¼(c ; q ; q ; b ; a jd=0) [U (c )¡V (a )¡V (b )]: (39)1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1h ¡1ha bp(q ja +b )1c ;q ;q1 1 2 1 1

Any incentive-compatible switching allocation must satisfy constraints (38), (39), plus possibly

incentive constraints for non-adjacent actions. No-switching allocations must only satisfy (38).

Therefore, no-switching weakly dominates switching. Q.E.D.
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Long-term arrangements { no-switch allocations { are powerful in this model because they

allow incentives to be focused on one plot. In contrast, short-term arrangements { switch alloca-

tions { require incentives to induce e®ort on both plots. Holding total plot e®orts ¯xed, a switched

agent faces the same tradeo® between consumption and e®ort on plot 1 as a no-switch agent who

considers lowering a . However, a switched agent also faces that same tradeo® for b but now on1 1

plot 2. The key di®erence is that a no-switched agent only a®ects the probability distribution

of one output but a switched agent a®ects the distribution of both outputs at the margin. The

argument is analogous to the analysis of the relative performance with substitutable labor model

in Theorem 1. In that model the decision was whether or not to work the agents together on

both plots or separately on their own plots. In this model by switching the agents the principal

decides how many plots each agent will work.

As in the analysis of section 2.1, the relative performance model, there are cases where it is

desirable for agents to work together, that is, be switched in the language of this section. Consider

a technology which is of the form p(qja; b), where a and b are plot-speci¯c interim and ¯nal stage

e®orts, irrespective of the agent. Let the inputs be complementary in the sense that altering one

input without altering the other dramatically lowers output, but if both a and b are jointly altered

expected output is only moderately lowered.

To be more speci¯c let there be two types of each e®ort indexed by l and h, and two outputs

indexed again by l and h. Assume that l corresponds to low and h corresponds to high, so that

q < q , a < a , and b < b . High outputs are more desirable than low outputs and high e®ortsl h l h l h

are less desirable than low e®orts. Table 6 lists a technology p(qja; b) in which inputs are strong

complements. The left block of cells describes the probability distribution p(qja ; b) while the rightl

block describes p(qja ; b). An example of this production function could be an economy whereh

a al h

q q q ql h l h

b :70 :30 b :99 :01l l

b :99 :01 b :40 :60h h

Table 6: A production technology, p(qja; b), which generates switching.

the inputs are types of fertilizer and pesticides which may have strong interactions.

We have not computed an economy like the one above but we conjecture that if the desired
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e®ort pair on each plot is a ; b , then switching would be optimal. Consider the following ar-h h

gument. If an agent is not switched then incentives must be su±ciently strong to prevent him

from deciding to take the a ; b action. The planner must also prevent him from taking the a ; bl l h l

and a ; b actions but the extremely high probability of the low output makes preventing thesel h

deviations relatively costless.

In contrast, if agents are switched then the agent can not choose the b ; a deviation becausel l

he takes the other player's action as given. Then, if either was to deviate on either plot the e®orts

would be a ; b or a ; b . Since these deviations produce the low output with virtual certainty,l h h l

they are relatively costless to prevent.

The analysis is analogous to the assessment of the relative performance and group regimes

in the model with correlated plot returns. As we saw in section 2.1, relative performance was

powerful because deviations in e®ort were revealed by comparisons of plot outputs. Groups were

not desirable in that model because the agents could, by jointly lowering their actions, remove

the informativeness of output comparison. Of course, the analogy is not exact; in this section

there is no value to comparing outputs. However, in both examples coordination of e®orts allowed

likelihood ratios to be altered in ways which e®ort deviations.

So far, the emphasis has been on the tradeo® between coordination and being responsible for

one's e®orts, a theme emphasized earlier when comparing relative performance with group models.

The tradeo® is important but there are additional factors, like information and redistribution of

resources which require a di®erent version of the prototype to address. The next subsection

demonstrates that switching can improve the information structure of the economy by removing

some incentive constraints, and weakening others. It also shows that switching can improve

resource reallocation. These results are found in an environment which allows switching to be

random and which does not restrict allocations to be symmetric.

4.2 The Role of Information

Consider the following variation on the previous model. First, assume there is a continuum of

agents each of whom starts out on a plot of land. For the moment assume that all agents are

ex ante identical. In the interim stage replace e®ort, a, with an interim plot-speci¯c shock, µ.

The shock, µ, to a plot is exogenous, drawn from the distribution h(µ), and only observed by the

agent who starts on that plot. Upon observing the state of their plot, agents send a report to the
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planner. As we will be using the revelation principle, this report is simply on the value of µ.

After receiving the reports, the planner assigns the agents to plots of land which may or may

not be the one the agent started out on. Once on their possibly new plot, agents work a ¯nal-stage

e®ort, b, which along with the intermediate state of the newly assigned plot, µ, determine the

probability distribution of the publicly-observed plot output, q. The probability distribution of

output is described by p(qjb; µ). As before, the interim shock µ and the second-stage e®orts, b, are

only observed by the agent who was on the plot during that stage. This means that if an agent

stays on his original plot he knows the value of µ, but if he is reassigned he does not know the µ

on his new plot.

Rather than writing out the program with switching we make some observations which allows

us to directly analyze the model. First, consider the following no-switching allocation. If an agent

stays on his plot with probability one, then the underlying commodity space would be ¼(c; q; bjµ),

that is the probability distribution of consumption c, output q, and action b, given µ was reported.

By the revelation principle the allocation would need to satisfy incentive constraints which induce

truthful reporting of µ and then given a truthful report, other constraints which ensure that the

agent takes the recommended action. The truth-telling constraints are

X
8µ; ¼(c; q; bjµ)[U (c) ¡ V (b)]

c;q;b

X p(qj±(b); µ)0 0¸ ¼(c; q; bjµ ) [U (c)¡ V (±(b))]; 8µ 6= µ; 8± : B ! B: (40)
0p(qjb; µ )

c;q;b

Constraints (40) ensure that telling the truth, µ and then taking the action b recommended by ¼

0is preferable to lying, i.e. sending a report µ 6= µ, and then taking any strategy ± of responding

to recommended actions b. For more details on this constraint see Myerson (1982) for the original

treatment or E.S. Prescott (1995) for an exposition in a similar model.

In addition to truth-telling constraints, the revelation principle requires constraints which

ensure that an agent who truthfully reports µ takes the recommended action b. The following

constraints do this

X
8µ; ¼(c; q; bjµ)[U (c)¡ V (b)]

c;q

^X p(qjb; µ) ^ ^¸ ¼(c; q; bjµ) [U (c) ¡ V (b)]; 8b; b: (41)
p(qjb; µ)

c;q
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Now consider an alternative scheme. Upon receiving agents' reports the planner switches each

agent with probability one. Assume the reassignment does not depend in anyway on agents'

reports and assume the quality of each agent's assigned plot is randomly drawn from the distribu-

tion h(µ). Further, assume that compensation does not depend in anyway upon an agents report

and assume that the planner tells each agent the quality of his new plot µ. Like the previous

scheme, an allocation is described by the lottery ¼(c; q; bjµ), but now µ is the type of the newly

assigned plot.

This switching scheme, while simple, is surprisingly powerful. First, because agents' utilities

do not depend on their reports they truthfully report on the interim state, µ, of their original

plot. In this scheme, there are no truth-telling constraints! The only incentive constraints are

those on agents actions, which are identical to constraints (41), in the no-switch scheme. Under

the switching scheme, agents are information monitors who report truthfully because they are

indi®erent to the µ they observe or report. The arrangement is essentially a moral-hazard economy,

with the added twist that there there is a random, publicly observed, shock to the production

technology.

Theorem 6 Switching and telling the agent the state of his newly assigned plot µ, weakly domi-

nates no switching.

Proof: A feasible allocation under the just described switching regime must satisfy incentive con-

straints (41). Feasible allocations under the no-switching regime must satisfy incentive constraints

(41) and (40). Q.E.D.

Interestingly, it is possible for the planner to do even better than the previous switching scheme.

As the following scheme demonstrates, switching not only removes truth-telling constraints but

it can mitigate the recommended action constraints (41).

To see this, modify the previous scheme by having the planner not tell the agent the state of

his newly assigned plot. Again, there is no truth-telling constraints but now the constraints on

the recommended action are

X
¼(c; q; bjµ)h(µ)[U (c)¡ V (b)]

c;q;µ

^X p(qjb; µ) ^ ^¸ ¼(c; q; bjµ) h(µ)[U (c)¡ V (b)]; 8b; b: (42)
p(qjb; µ)

c;q;µ
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Constraints (42) are very similar to constraints (41) used by the other two schemes. The

di®erence is that now the agent does not know the quality µ of his newly assigned plot. Conse-

quently, upon receiving recommended action b, he uses ¼(c; q; bjµ) and h(µ) to form a posterior

of the quality of his new plot. For example, if only agents assigned to µ quality plots were rec-1

ommended action b , then any agent assigned b would know what type of plot he was assigned,1 1

as in the second scheme. However, if agents assigned to plots of di®erent µ were also assigned b1

then they would not know the quality of their plot with certainty.

We can now prove the following theorem.

Theorem 7 A switching allocation where the planner does not tell the agent the state, µ, of his

new plot weakly dominates a switching allocation where the planner tells the agent the value of µ

on his newly assigned plot.

Proof: The µ in the summand of constraints (42) re°ects the inference that agents are making

about the quality of their plots based on their recommended action b. Mathematically, it means

that each constraint (42) is the weighted sum of several (41) constraints. Consequently, any

allocation satisfying (41) for each µ will satisfy (42), but not necessarily vice versa. Q.E.D.

The last proof demonstrates that switching might be bene¯cial not only because it allows for

costless revelation of information but because it also allows for costless scrambling of information.

As we will see later in a numerical example, this dominance can hold strictly.

We now present an example which illustrates the bene¯cial role of scrambling. The example

also demonstrates that switching can help improve resource allocation, in the sense of allowing

di®erent types of people to work di®erent amounts. To study these issues we modify the above

economy by allowing heterogeneity of agent types. Let there be a ¯nite number of di®erent types,

t, with each type constituting a positive fraction, f(t), of the population. Pareto weights are
P

described by the function ¸(t), with ¸(t) = 1. All agents of a given type are treated ex antet

identically.

We take as a starting point, the observation that the planner can costlessly induce truthful

revelation of plot qualities, µ, by the schemes described above. Consequently, we use the same

commodity space, but with two slight modi¯cations. First, we index allocations by group types

and second, we put the assignment of plot qualities directly into the allocation. This latter

modi¯cation changes the notation and adds a constraint but without altering the problem. Thus,
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an allocation for type t is a probability distribution ¼(c; q; b; µjt) and the program is

Program 8

X
max ¼(c; q; b; µjt)f(t)¸(t)[U (c)¡ V (b)]
¼()

c;q;b;µ;t

s.t.

X
¼(c; q; b; µjt)f(t)(q ¡ c) = 0; (43)

c;q;b;µ;t

^X X p(qjb; µ) ^¼(c; q; b; µjt)[U (c)¡ V (b)] ¸ ¼(c; q; b; µjt) [U (c)¡ V (b)]
p(qjb; µ)

c;q;µ c;q;µ

^8t 2 T;8b; b; (44)

X
¹ ¹ ¹8µ; ¼(c; q; b; µjt)f(t) = h(µ); (45)

c;q;b

X X
¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹ ¹¹ ¹ ¹8t; ¹q; b; µ; ¼(c; ¹q; b; µjt) = p(qjb; µ) ¼(c; q; b; µjt); (46)

c c;q

X
8t; ¼(c; q; b; µjt) = 1; and 8c; q; b; µ; t; ¼(c; q; b; µ) ¸ 0: (47)

c;q;b;µ

Equation (43) is the resource constraint for the economy. It allows for transfers across types.

Equations (44), the incentive constraints, ensure that each agent takes his recommended action.

As was discussed earlier, since agents do not know the quality of their newly assigned plots, they

form a posterior of plot quality based on their type and recommended action. If others of their

same type are assigned to a di®erent type of plot but receive the same recommended action then

the agent forms a non-trivial posterior over what type of plot he is working. The summation over

µ incorporates these expectations. Equation (45) ensures that the agents are assigned to plot

types in proportion to the distribution of plot types. The rest of the constraints are standard to

the linear programming approach and have been described in similar models earlier in the paper.

The following example demonstrates the scrambling and resource reallocation bene¯ts of

switching.
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Numerical Example 5

Let there are two types, t and t , who comprise 80% and 20% of the population respectively.1 2

The Pareto weights on the types are, ¸(1) = :2, and ¸(2) = :8. In this economy there is a small

fraction of the population who receives proportionally much more weight than the rest of the

population.

Preferences are separable in consumption and e®ort. The consumption grid is of length .02 over

:5the range 0 to 2. Utility from consumption is U (c) = c =:5. Agents may only choose one of three

e®orts, b ; b ; or b . The e®ort portion of the utility function is described by V (b ) = V (b ) = ¡2,1 2 3 1 2

p
and V (b ) = ¡ 2. Recalling that preferences are ¡V (b), e®orts b and b give equal utility but3 1 2

are di®erent actions. E®ort b gives the least utility and corresponds to hard or unpleasant work.3

There are three di®erent types of plots, indexed by µ ; µ , and µ . Plot types are random and1 2 3

drawn from the distribution h(µ ) = h(µ ) = :4, and h(µ ) = :2. Each type of plot may produce1 2 3

either a low output, q = 0 or a high output, q = 1. The probability distribution of the outputsl h

is a function of the plot type and the action and is described by p(qjb; µ). Output on each plot is

independent of other plots. Table 7 describes the p(qjb; µ) function used in the example.

µ µ µ1 2 3

q q q q q ql h l h l h

b :99 :01 b :70 :30 b :99 :011 1 1

b :70 :30 b :99 :01 b :99 :012 2 2

b :40 :60 b :40 :60 b :99 :013 3 3

Table 7: A production technology, p(qjb; µ), which generates switching.

The ¯rst two technologies, indexed by µ and µ , are the most productive as long as b is1 2 3

worked. The two types of plots are identical except that b ; i = 1; 2 has a di®erent e®ect on eachi

plot. If b is worked on a µ ; i = 1; 2, plot then the plot is extremely unproductive. The third ploti i

is so unproductive that e®orts do not have any e®ect at all.

Table 8 lists the solution to the example. The top half of the table lists the optimal allocation

for type 1s and the bottom half lists it for type 2s. The second column contains the probability of

being assigned to each land type and the third column contains the action taken conditioned on

the land assignment. Finally, fourth and ¯fth columns list expected consumption given output.

Expected consumption is listed because the solution contained lotteries over adjacent consumption
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Type 1's allocation

¼(µ ) Action E(cjq = 0) E(cjq = 1)i

µ 0.5 b 0 .431 3

µ 0.5 b 0 .432 3

µ 0 - - -3

Type 2's allocation

¼(µ ) Action E(cjq = 0) E(cjq = 1)i

µ 0 - - -1

µ 0 - - -2

µ 1 b or b 1.37 1.363 1 2

Table 8: Optimal Contract as a Function of the Type and Land Assignment

grid points.

Type 1 agents are assigned randomly to the productive plots, µ and µ , while the type 21 2

agents are always assigned to the low quality plots, µ . On the productive plots the type 1 agents3

are being induced to work hard, b , by a contract that gives them 0 consumption if output is low3

and .43 units of consumption if output is high. Type 2 agents work either b or b , since both are1 2

just as unproductive and gives the same utility. They receive large consumption transfers and are

8also fully insured over outputs because there is no incentive problem on their e®orts. Type 2's

are truly the idle rich.

Scrambling over µ , i = 1; 2, of type 1's land assignment mitigates incentives. Fifty percent ofi

the time this type of agent is assigned to a µ plot and the other half of the time he is assigned1

to a µ plot. Since he does not know the type of his assigned plot he forms expectations based on2

what he knows. His knowledge at that point is his type and his recommended action. He infers

from the equilibrium distribution that since he is a type 1 and was recommended action b there3

is a 50% chance he has been assigned to a µ plot and a 50% chance he has been assigned to a1

µ plot. He knows for sure that he is not working a µ plot because only type 2s are assigned2 3

to µ plots. Now consider the choice facing this agent after being recommended action b . If he3 3

takes either action b or b the V (a) portion of his utility increases but there is an 85% chance of1 2

receiving the low output, and the dependence of consumption on output is su±cient to preclude

this option.

8The di®erence listed in the table between high output consumption and low output consumption exists only

because of the discreteness of the consumption grid.
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The 85% chance of the low output is directly due to the scrambling of land assignments.

Consider the case where the planner tells a type 1 agents the state of his plot. If he is assigned

to a µ plot and is recommended action b then an incentive compatible contract must stop him1 3

from taking action b or b . The very unproductive action, b , is easy to prevent but the other1 2 1

action, b , is much harder to detect since it produces the low output 70% of the time. Compare2

this number with the 85% chance of the low output if the agent deviates under the scrambling

regime. It is lower so consequently, the incentives necessary to make b incentive compatible are3

costlier than when there is scrambling. This result can be con¯rmed if the above program is

solved when there is no µ plots, and instead 80% of the plots are µ while the rest still are µ .2 1 3

The optimal allocation in this economy gives up on implementing the b action because it is too3

costly to make that action incentive compatible.

In the examples, there is another way in which switching is bene¯cial in the example. Without

switching some type 2s would work high quality plots while some type 1s would work low quality

plots. Such an assignment is clearly not optimal because given the distribution of planner's

weights, it is desirable for type 1s to work hard and type 2s to not work hard. Switching ensures

hard workers are assigned to plots where their hard work is productive and idle workers are

assigned to plots where the loss from their lack of work is relatively small.

Let us add some ¯nal words to our discussion of long-term versus short-term arrangements.

Switching was shown to be powerful because of the ability to costlessly elicit information. Once

the information was obtained by the planner, switching also allowed for scrambling of assignments

and e±cient reallocation of inputs. However, if the ¯rst model was combined with this model,

possibly by letting an initial action, a, randomly determine µ, then information might not be

costless to elicit. If there was moral-hazard on the initial action then there would need to be

some dependence of utility on the report or agents would not work high levels of a. Switching

behavior should be considerably more complicated in this model. Other alternative directions,

include modifying the models to make reporting from the agents to the planner costly or limited.

Little work has been done on models with costly and limited communication, though E.S. Prescott

(1995) is a start.
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5 Conclusion

Our goal in this paper is to study the fundamental economic question posed in Coase (1937): Why

are there ¯rms? Motivated by observations of ¯rms in several economies, prototypes were devel-

oped to study three characteristics of ¯rms. We ¯rst studied the joint decision making power of

¯rms. Firms were treated as collections of individuals who could make and enforce their own rules

within the ¯rm. These group regime models were compared with relative performance models. A

substantial contribution to the relative performance literature was made by demonstrating that

the distribution of wealth was an important factor in determing optimal organizational structure.

Next, the group model was extended to a general equilibrium setting. It was shown how,

with an appropriate choice of the commodity space and consumption set, standard results from

general equilibrium could be used. Finally, it was demonstrated that under certain conditions a

separate smaller market could be opened within each group and operate simultaneously to the

group's trading in across-group market. The section demonstrates how decentralized mechanisms

may coexist at di®erent levels of the economy.

The remaining sections of the paper used an assignment de¯nition of a ¯rm to analyze two other

common characteristics of ¯rms. First, an information monitoring model was developed where

being assigned to the same plot of land as another agent allowed for the revelation of information.

Numerical examples were provided which demonstrated the role that the distribution of wealth

plays in determing the optimal organizational structure. Economies were also provided in which

optimal land assignments resembled the land usage pattern of the cropping groups in Aurepalle.

The second assignment characteristic of ¯rms studied was their long-term nature. In multi-

stage models, the problem was framed in terms of interim reassignments of labor. The idea is that

agents who are not reassigned are in a ¯rm while reassigned agents are participating, in a sense,

in a spot market. Examples were provided which demonstrated that short-term arrangements

allowed for the planner to obtain information and use it judiciously when reassigning labor. In

another class of production functions, long-term arrangements were shown to be bene¯cial through

their potential to make clear which individual was responsible for which output.
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A Computational Appendix

This appendix describes the algorithm used to compute solutions to the land assignment problem,

Program 6 in Section 3. First, we describe how assumptions on preferences and technology allow

the program to be split into subproblems. Second, we describe how to compute the subproblems.

Three important assumptions were made in numerical examples 3 and 4. First, utility is linear

in e®ort, that is, U (c ) ¡ k e . Second, plot returns are independent. Third, the principal is riski e 1

neutral. The latter two assumptions are used to prove the following result which is originally due

to HolmstrÄom (1982).

Theorem 8 If plot returns are independent and the principal is risk-neutral then consumption is

only a function of the output on an agent's privately worked plot.

Proof: For simplicity, we consider only the (1; 1; 1) land assignment, but similar arguments may

also be made for other land assignments. Recall that under the (1; 1; 1) assignment agent one

works plot one alone, agent two works plot two alone, and both agents jointly work plot three. Let

¼(c ; c ; q ; q ; q ; e ; e ) be a solution to Program 6. The allocation may be used to construct1 2 1 2 3 1² 2²

the two following probability distributions

X
¼ (c ; q ; e ) = ¼(c ; c ; q ; q ; q ; e ; e ); (48)1 1 1 1² 1 2 1 2 3 1² 2²

c ;q ;q ;e2 2 3 2²X
¼ (c ; q ; e ) = ¼(c ; c ; q ; q ; q ; e ; e ); (49)2 2 2 2² 1 2 1 2 3 1² 2²

c ;q ;q ;e2 2 3 1²

The probability distribution ¼ , i = 1; 2 is the unconditional probability of (c ; q ; e ).i i i i²

Agent one's incentive constraint in Program 6 is equation (27) which we repeat for convenience

X
8e ; ¼(c;q; e ; e )(U(c )¡ V (e + e ))1² 1² 2² 1 11 13

c;q;e2²

X p(qjê ; e ; e + e )11 22 13 23¸ ¼(c;q; e ; e ) (U (c ) ¡ V (ê + e )); 8e ; ê ; (50)1² 2² 1 11 13 11 11
p(qje ; e ; e + e )11 22 13 23c;q;e2²

Because plot returns are independent the likelihood ratio on the right-hand side of equation (50)

p(q jê )1 11simpli¯es to . Consequently, coe±cients on ¼ in (50) are only a function of c , q , and e1 1 1²p(q je )1 11

so (48) may be used to rewrite the incentive constraints as

X X p(q jê )1 11
¼ (c ; q ; e )(U (c ) ¡ V (e )) ¸ ¼ (c ; q ; e ) (U (c )¡ V (ê + e )); 8e ; ê :(51)1 1 1 1² 1 1² 1 1 1 1² 1 11 13 11 11

p(q je )1 11c ;q c ;q1 1 1 1
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Equation (51) implies that any randomization in c obtained through realizations of q and q can1 2 3

be obtained through dependence on q , without altering agent one's incentive constraints. The1

same argument can be made for agent two.

The only other way q and q may a®ect c is through the resource constraint. However, the2 3 1

principal is risk-neutral so he can costlessly insure against any °uctuations in aggregate output.

Consequently, consumption, c , of agent i need only be a function of q (and possibly e ). Q.E.D.i i i²

The next simpli¯cation uses the assumption that disutility is linear in e®ort. Consider the

incentive constraint (51). Theorem 8 showed that q , q , and e are not relevant for determining2 3 2²

c . It can be shown that e®ort on the group plot, e is not relevant either. To see this, observe1 13

that the only portion of the incentive constraint a®ected by e is the level of utility; it does not13

a®ect the likelihood ratio. However, it's e®ect on the level of utility does not have a real impact

on the incentive constraint because e cancels out on both sides of the constraint. E®orts on the13

group plot do not a®ect an agent's incentive to work on his own plot.

This result along with Theorem 8 imply that any land assignment may be broken into separate

components: plots worked privately by agent one, plots worked privately by agent two, and

plots worked by the group. The only connection between the components will be through each

component's contribution to agents' utilities and to the principal's utility. E®orts on group plots

will determine the amount of resources that the principal may distribute to the agents but they

will not a®ect agent's incentive to work his own plot nor will they allow the principal to make a

better inference on agent's private e®orts.

The simpli¯cations are helpful but the subproblems themselves may still be large. In particu-

lar, for a (3; 0; 0) land assignment, where agent one works all three plots by himself, the number of

feasible action combinations can make this subproblem very large. Solving this subproblem glob-

ally, that is by one large linear program, is not feasible for the dimensions necessary to make the

land assignment problem interesting. Consequently, we make use of the dynamic programming

technique developed in Prescott (1995) to compute a more complicated class of private informa-

tion models. The technique will use the previous observations in ways which will soon be made

evident.

We break the problem into two stages. As usual with dynamic programming methods we

work backwards. In the second stage we calculate the least expensive way for the principal to

implement a given e®ort while delivering a certain level of utility to the agent. For each e®ort
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level we make this calculation for all feasible utilities which may accrue to the agent at that level

of e®ort; essentially, we are calculating Pareto frontiers for each level of e®ort. Then, in the ¯rst

stage, the optimal combination of second stage Pareto frontiers is chosen.

For simplicity, we only present the second stage problem for the case of agent one working

one plot privately. As before, his e®ort on his private plot is denoted e . Let v be the utility11 1

accruing to agent one from his privately worked plot, and let w (v ; e ) be the utility accruing1 1 11

to the principal also from agent one's privately worked plot given e is recommended and v is11 1

promised to the agent. The choice variable is ¼(c ; q je ), the joint probability of consumption1 1 11

c and output q , given e®ort e is to be implemented. The function w (v ; e ) is obtained by1 1 11 1 1 11

solving the following problem for each v and e .1 11

Stage Two Program

X
max ¼(c ; q je )(q ¡ c )1 1 11 1 1
¼(¢)

c ;q1 1

X
s.t. ¼(c ; q je )(U (c )¡ k e ) ¸ v ; (52)1 1 11 1 e 11 1

c ;q1 1

X X p(q jê )1 11
¼(c ; q je )(U (c ) ¡ k e ) ¸ ¼(c ; q je ) (U (c )¡ k ê ); 8ê ; (53)1 1 11 1 e 11 1 1 11 1 e 11 11

p(q je )1 11c ;q c ;q1 1 1 1

X
8¹q ; ¼(c ; ¹q je ) = p(¹q je ); (54)1 1 1 11 1 11

c1

X
¼(c ; q je ) = 1; and 8c ; q ; ¼(c ; q je ) > 0: (55)1 1 11 1 1 1 1 11

c ;q1 1

The program is similar in structure to the earlier programs. Equation (52) is the promised

utility constraint. It guarantees that agent one receives v utils from consumption and from e®ort1

on plot one. Equations (53) are the incentive constraints. They ensure that e is incentive11

compatible. Constraints (54) ensure that the choice variable is consistent with the technology,

and equation (55) is the probability measure constraint. Stage two programs for agent two are

similar as are the programs for cases with more than one privately worked plot.

The computational advantage and disadvantage of the dynamic programming approach should

be evident at this point. By ¯xing e®ort, the number of variables and constraints in a stage two
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program is small so the program computes quickly. The disadvantage is that a large number of

such programs must be computed, one for each (v ; e ). The number of these will depend on the1 11

size of the e®ort, e , and promised utility, v , grids.11 1

The ¯nal subproblem to compute is the one corresponding to the group plot. Let w andg

v denote the principal's and each agent's utility from the group plot. As shown in Theorem 8g

agents do not receive their consumption from the group plot. Consequently, the calculation does

not require solving an optimization problem but instead calculating the following functions

v = ¡k e = ¡k e ;g e 13 e 23

X
w = p(qje + e )q:g 13 23

q3

The two agents are identical and work equal amounts on the group plot so they both receive the

same disutility, v , from the group plot.g

The stage two calculations create value functions, w (¢), w (¢), and w (¢) which depend on1 2 g

promised utilities and recommended e®orts. For computational purposes it is helpful to rewrite

the value functions as vectors. We do this by writing (w ; v ; e ) = (w (v ; e ); v ; e ).1 1 11 1 1 11 1 11

The stage one program chooses the optimal probability distribution over promised utilities

v ; v ; v and recommended e®orts e ; e which is consistent with the land assignment. If the1 2 g 1² 2²

land assignment is (1; 1; 1), the choice variables are probabilities, ¼ (w ; v ; e ), ¼ (w ; v ; e ),1 1 1 11 2 2 2 22

and ¼ (w ; v ; e ). (Recall that e = e so we can drop reference to e in v .) If, in-g g g 13 13 23 23 g

stead, the land assignment is (2; 0; 1), then the choice variables would be ¼ (w ; v ; e ; e ),1 1 1 11 12

and ¼ (w ; v ; e ). Since agent two does not privately work any plots in the (2; 0; 1) case the ¼g g g 13 2

component would be dropped.

For simplicity we only describe the stage one program for the (1; 1; 1) land assignment. Letting

¸ and ¸ be the Pareto weights for agents one and two, respectively, the stage one program is1 2

Stage One Program

X X X
max ¼ (w ; v ; e )¸ v + ¼ (w ; v ; e )(¸ +¸ )v + ¼ (w ; v ; e )¸ v1 1 1 11 1 1 g g g 13 1 2 g 2 2 2 22 2 2

¼ (¢);¼ (¢);¼ (¢)g1 2 w ;v ;e w ;v ;e w ;v ;eg g1 1 11 13 2 2 22

X X X
¹s.t. ¼ (w ; v ; e )w + ¼ (w ; v ; e )w + ¼ (w ; v ; e )w ¸ W; (56)1 1 1 11 1 g g g 13 g 2 2 2 22 2

w ;v ;e w ;v ;e w ;v ;eg g1 1 11 13 2 2 22

X
¼ (w ; v ; e ) = 1;1 1 1 11

w ;v ;e1 1 11
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X
¼ (w ; v ; e ) = 1;g g g 13

w ;v ;eg g 13

X
¼ (w ; v ; e ) = 1; (57)2 2 2 22

w ;v ;e2 2 22

and conditions that the choice variable are all non-negative.

¹Equation (56) guarantees that the principal receives W utils. It is the only constraint which

connects the subproblems. Equations (57) are the probability measure constraints. The program

has a large number of variables for ¯ne grids of v and v , but there are only four constraints,1 2

which makes it relatively easy to compute.

To compute numerical examples 3 and 4 the following steps were taken. Stage two calculations

were done for agent one working one, two, and three plots alone. Since agents' preferences are

identical the same calculations were used to create the value function for agent two's subproblem.

Next, the value function on the group plot, w (¢), was calculated for one, two, and three plots.g

After the stage two calculations were completed, the stage one program was solved for each

land division. As described earlier the land division determines which combinations of stage two

problems are feasible. For example, if the land division was (2; 0; 1) then only values corresponding

to the two-plots-worked-alone case and the one-group-plot case were feasible for the stage one

problem. Comparison of the values of the objective function across land assignments determines
P

the optimal one. Finally, it is necessary to check that e · 12, that is, no agent works moreijj

than his total e®ort. This latter constraint is not guaranteed to hold in the stage one computation.

However, if the global solution satis¯es this constraint then it is an optimum. In the numerical

examples, parameters were purposely chosen so that this constraint was not violated.
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